EDP hardware has come a long way since the early days. So has software. But many a company still acts as if EDP were somebody's stepchild.

Not so at Xerox, where EDP is an integral part of nearly every phase of our operations.

We're looking for EDP people who can function in this electric kind of atmosphere, and won't be awed by the implications...

YOU HELP SET YOUR OWN GOALS.

You're not happy any other way. Because the only way you know of working is creatively, you want to get in at the planning stage. To talk philosophy and directions as well as objectives. You want, too, to be around when results are evaluated—to get your share of praise or know where you went wrong.

YOU'RE NOT OVERSPECIALIZED.

The worm's-eye view never did appeal to you. And you won't take a job that offers nothing more. As you see it, EDP is a tool to make many tasks easier, whether they be in accounting, manufacturing, market research, engineering, or any other phase of corporate operations. What's more, you'd like a chance to do some systems thinking alongside experts in these areas...not just EDP management.

YOU WANT FACTS, NOT PROMISES, BEFORE YOU MOVE.

Xerox is a growing company, with a 1600% sales increase in the last decade...and an EDP organization growing even faster than the company. Xerox has a top management that recognizes and understands the importance of EDP, both from an operational and product-line viewpoint. Xerox doesn't separate programming and analysis functions—combining them produces more ideas and better EDP people.

WANT AN OFFER?

If your background matches one of the following positions, let's talk. Could be we're your kind of company. Could be you're our kind of people.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS SPECIALIST:

8-10 years' systems and programming experience in a manufacturing environment is required. Responsibilities will include developing overall plans for manufacturing systems in an expanding manufacturing environment. These individuals will be required to conduct cost effectiveness studies on existing manufacturing systems to assure adequacy for Company's future needs. Degree desirable but not mandatory.

PROGRAMMERS:

Positions available for programmers with 2-4 years' experience using IBM 360/OS in manufacturing programming. Concentration should be on planning, scheduling, processing, control systems and bill of material.

SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS:

Experience in S/360 software programming from applications support to SYSGEN's to software development of data management and teleprocessing packages under MVT and MFT II. 3-5 years' programming experience of which at least 1 year is software. ALC/BAL language experience required. Must be creative and able to work independently. Degree desirable but not mandatory.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS:

Responsible for analysis, design and implementation of major systems with concentration in inventory control, data collection, production scheduling and manufacturing cost accounting. BS or BA preferred plus 3 years' computer background.

These positions are in Rochester, New York. Please send your resume, including salary history, in confidence to Mr. Paul C. Carletta, Dept. MZ-69-C1, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603.

Are you this new kind of EDP specialist?
If you’re better than the computers you’re using, you should be at the

DATADROME™

Let’s face it—EDP professionals find their careers limited by the equipment they use. And at our Datadromes—McDonnell Automation Company’s nationwide data processing centers—you’ll find the best of both: people and computers. We’re not a hardware manufacturer, so you have a variety of third-generation computers to help you keep up with the state of the art. Like our new IBM 360/85. Or our CDC 6400. And nearly 50 other systems. Commercial data processing service isn’t a sideline at the Datadrome. It’s our main line. And being an autonomous part of one of the nation's largest aerospace corporations is an advantage: work on programs like the new DC-10 commercial jetliner, and the Air Force’s new F-15 fighter, increases everybody’s potential. How about it? If your career is being held back by lack of computer power, maybe a Datadrome is the place for you. We have them in Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, New York, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C. Our clients range from hospitals and schools, to wholesalers and retailers, and every level of industry and government. Right now we’re staffing-up to meet our growth. We need business programmers and consultants, marketing reps, systems analysts, accountants, management scientists, EDP-oriented engineers of all disciplines, computer scientists, communications consultants, and software specialists.

What more can we say? Except, send the coupon today.

MCDONNELL AUTOMATION COMPANY
A DIVISION OF MCDONNELL DOUGLAS

Mail to: McDonnell Automation Company, W. R. Wardle, Professional Employment, Box 516, St. Louis, Mo. 63166.

name_________________________phone_________________________

address_________________________

city________________state______zip________________
degree(s)________________major______yr. grad.________________
present employer________________present salary________________
present assignment________________yrs. experience________________

An equal opportunity employer.
PROGRAMMERS

Automatic Electric Laboratories has immediate permanent career opportunities for trainee and experienced computer programmers to join our technical staff in the research, design and development of new computer controlled electronic telephone switching systems. We are a leading innovator of electronic communications systems and the largest producer of switching equipment for the independent telephone industry. Numerous positions exist in each of the following areas:

Design and development of computer system diagnostic and recovery programs, real time call processing programs, computer hardware and associated maintenance programs, engineering support programs or data reduction and output processing programs.

Utilization of programming, mathematical and statistical techniques in solving engineering problems.

Preparation of block diagrams, machine instructions, flow charts, test data and planning input and output devices in the area of design automation.

Minimum requirements for trainees: BS Math or Physics with programming aptitude or two years of technical college or trade school with some programming experience.

Additional education and/or experience for advanced positions (one or more of the following):

Programming experience in basic machine and high level languages utilizing magnetic tapes and random access devices.

BS or MS degree in EE, computer science or related fields with Boolean Algebra and/or software design experience in higher level language.

Software experience in real-time, online or message switching systems, or equivalent in scientific programming.

We offer a full range of benefits... salaries commensurate with education and experience... promotion from within... modern well-equipped laboratory facilities... pleasant suburban location 17 miles west of Downtown Chicago.

Write in confidence or call:
Bruce Bullock, 562-7100, Ext. 1078

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

General Telephone & Electronics
400 No. Wolf Rd., Northlake, Ill. 60164
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MARCH


APRIL

1-3 Mathematical Software Symposium, Purdue University. Contact: Prof. John R. Rice, Math Science 428, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 47907.


3-4 Involvement of Computers in Solving Problems in the '70s, Sacramento State College. Contact: Jacquelyn Todd, 3201 Mayer Way, Carmichael, Calif. 95608.


29-30 15th Annual DP Conference, Birmingham, Ala. Contact: Univ. of Alabama, Anyan Gordon, CES, P. O. Box 2987, University, Ala. 35486.

MAY

5-7 S.J.C.C., Atlantic City, N.J. Contact: AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645.


The successful 1969 Mariners proved to us that with involvement comes a proprietary feeling. Where will you be in 1971, when the Martian orbiters could really strengthen your claim?


Send your resume to:
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
California Institute of Technology
4806 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103
Attn: Professional Staffing Dept. 3

An equal opportunity employer. Jet Propulsion Laboratory is operated by the California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
An automorphic number is a number whose square ends with the given number: 5, 6, 25, 76, 376, 625, 9376. Automorphic numbers are found in pairs, and only one pair exists within the range of numbers with the same number of digits. For example, 376 and 625 are the only three-digit automorphic numbers. Notice that the sum of corresponding digits (except the last) equals 9. Also, notice that when the first digit is 9 there is no other automorphic number with the same number of digits.

Until a few years ago, the total number of automorphic numbers was 29, and the largest pair had 17 digits. Today, the record is 167 automorphic numbers and they are all included within a pair of numbers 100 digits long. Can you break this record without spending a million dollars in computer time? The sum of $50.00 will be awarded to the first one who breaks this record prior to May 1, 1970. If the record is not broken, five $10.00 prizes will be awarded to the best five solutions.

Answer to Problem 21: Factorials Revisited
This problem was enjoyed by many. Over 250 solutions have been received and the mail is still coming heavy. The number of non-FORTRAN solutions has increased to the point where the name "XTRAN'S ADVENTURES IN FORTRAN" is no longer appropriate for this column. Suggestions for a new name will be appreciated.

About two thirds of the solutions were in FORTRAN. The shortest FORTRAN solution had 12 statements and the longest had more statements than I could count. The best FORTRAN solutions were submitted by H. W. Stewart of Dayton, New Jersey and W. B. Howard of Los Angeles, California. However, the best solutions were written in SYMBAL, LISP 1.6, APL, STRING, FORMAC, and MADCAP.

SYMBAL was developed by Dr. Max E. Engeli of Zurich, Switzerland and is now running on a CDC 6600 at the University of Texas. LISP 1.6 was developed at Stanford University. APL as most of you know was developed by IBM and uses Iverson's notation. STRING is implemented on a PDP-6 at MIT. FORMAC is an IBM language. MADCAP is implemented on the MANIASE II Computer at Los Alamos, New Mexico. Here is the entire MADCAP program:

```
(200 digits) N =
for i = 2 to 100: N x i +N
print(N
stop
```

In case you wonder what other languages are available, here is what I found in my mail the last few days: ALGOL, FOCAL, COBOL, TRAC, BASIC, LAP-6, XTRAN, PL/I, STRCOMP, BICAL, CS-1, BAL, SNOBOL4, COMPASS, AUTOCODER, EASYCODER, CPS, SPS, RPG, INTERCOM, and the WIZARD. What, no OZ?

Computers used ranged all the way from a Friden 5610 to the CDC 6600. Some SNOBOL4 programmers solved this problem the easy way; they simply copied the solution from page 203 of “The SNOBOL4 Programming Language”, a Prentice-Hall publication. However, the large number of statements (over 30) indicates that SNOBOL4 is not the language to use for this problem.

Very often, the number of statements reflects the ability of the programmer and not the limitations of the language used. Even though the average PL/I solution was 20 statements, one reader of this column went overboard with over 500 statements.

Several readers computed 1000! and one quit at 2500!. It sure is nice to have that kind of computer time available to you.

P.S. 1000! = 4.02571068 XTRAN

Winners of Problem 21 Chosen at Random and Receiving $10.00 Each
Barry Poulson, Com-Share, P.O. Box 1588, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
D. A. Stevenson, IBM B63/706-1, Poughkeepsie, New York 12602
John V. Andrisan, 2637 E. Walnut Ave., Orange, California 92667
Amy Perlman, General Analytics Corp., 545 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
Leon R. Henry, Colorado Interstate Gas Company, P.O. Box 1087, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

$50.00 for submitting the December problem: J. L. Robert Zerby, 908 East Mount Hope, Lansing, Michigan 48910
$50.00 for submitting the February problem: Mario DeNobili, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, c/o Box D, 333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

Software Age
Are you a forgotten man to everyone except your family -- and Uncle Sam?

If the figures on your Form 1040 reminded you of the job advancement you did not get this year, what are you going to do about it?

We believe that advancement may depend as much on being in the right place at the right time as it does on ability. If you agree, you should look into what's happening at NCR. NCR is now the second largest company in the world in the computer systems business—supplying hardware and software answers for a whole world full of expanding markets. But the more answers we work out, the more questions we stir up.

That's why we are still growing rapidly. Why we need more engineers, of all degrees. More physicists, too. And software people. That's why NCR could be the right place—and now the right time—for you to advance your career.

In many positions you would be handling significantly more responsibility than you do now, because our employees advance as fast as they are able to assume additional duties.

Tell us about your background and career objectives. Write:

T. F. Wade, Executive and Professional Placement
The National Cash Register Company, Dept. SA-3
Dayton, Ohio 45409.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Foxboro is doing unheard of things in computer control systems.

In a cement plant, a Foxboro system supervises and controls production of over 12,000 barrels of cement a day, by optimizing blending costs. The optimization program directs automatic X-ray spectrographic analysis of raw materials. The supervisory program's results determine direct digital control of blending, raw mill, kiln, cooler and finish mill operations.

In a refinery, a Foxboro system provides supervision and direct digital control of 100,000 barrels per day at nine plants. It handles flow integration, proprietary control calculations, plant accounting, feedforward control, periodic and demand logging and non-interacting control. It also calculates liquid, steam and gas flows at 200 streams per minute on a running daily basis, and compares it to the previous day's total.

In a power plant, a Foxboro system monitors over 1,000 variables on a triple-unit power plant, executing alarming, logging, trending and performance calculations. It also maintains a running history for 50 points in each unit and prepares trip sequence records for 30 points whenever a unit begins to fail.

These are only a few of our accomplishments. New computerized process control systems, larger, more advanced and more complex, are being developed at Foxboro now. Today.

Tomorrow, Foxboro systems could be working anywhere, from Argentina to Zambia. They'll demand the talents, skills and dedication of a wide range of specialists. Software systems designers, applications programmers, computer systems engineers, process control engineers and other professionals with experience in digital process design are invited to join us in creating these new systems.

We offer you the opportunity to change the world, around the world.

For more information, write or call Tom Bryant (617) 543-8750, Professional Placement Office, The Foxboro Company, Dept. S, Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Mass. 02035.

Foxboro is an equal opportunity employer.
Two Approaches for Measuring the Performances of Time-Sharing Systems

There are two significantly different approaches that can be used for measuring the performance of time-sharing systems. The “stimulus” approach which conceptualizes the system as a “black box” containing a limited number of known functions, involves applying a controlled set of stimuli to the black box in order to activate its functions, and then observing the results. In the “analytic” approach, probes are inserted into the system to allow the recording of any level of the system’s behavior. Both approaches are being developed for, and have been used to measure, System Development Corporation’s ADEPT time-sharing system.

The design of time-sharing systems has generally been based on the experience of a few individuals, models whose statistical base is derived from limited samples, and from intuition. Although this type of exploratory development has been a necessary and accepted approach during the early years of time-sharing, it need not—and indeed should not—continue. As time-sharing computer systems become more of a public computer utility, there is an increased responsibility thrust upon the system designers to assure a design which will be of maximum social and economic effectiveness. In order to achieve this goal, theories of time-sharing design must be formulated and verified. These theories can only be based on empirical behavioral descriptions of time-sharing hardware, software and users.

Recently, as demonstrated by the available literature (1-8), there has been a growing realization that the production of newer, larger and more powerful systems should not be the only goal of computer professionals, but that an equally important goal should be the measurement and evaluation of these systems. Although this is a laudable and necessary goal, it is not easily attained due to the tremendous complexity of time-shared systems. Not only is there a large number of variables to be measured, but the mechanisms for measurement are difficult to build and implement. Several criteria and techniques have been suggested (1, 4, 5, 6, 9) for measuring and evaluating time-sharing system performance. However, these approaches have been fragmentary and do not deal with the problem from a unifying viewpoint.

This paper discusses two significantly different approaches to the measurement problem. The “analytical” approach involves the insertion of probes into the system to allow measurement and recording of the system’s most subtle behavior. In the “stimulus” approach the system is conceptualized as a “black box” containing a limited number of known functions. This measure-

ment technique involves applying a controlled set of stimuli to the black box in order to activate its functions and then observing the results. The paper attempts to structure each approach into a generalized functional framework which will allow the techniques and criteria developed for individual systems to be catalogued into a body of knowledge that can be used as an objective guide for additional theoretical and practical development.

Analytic Approach to Time-Sharing System Measurement

Characteristics. The usual manner of obtaining data describing the behavior of a time-sharing system is to embed a recording device within it. This means that software or hardware probes are inserted within the subject system to enable the values of some set of bits to be recorded at specified times without seriously disrupting the system's operation. A survey of several recording implementations was made by the author (2). Cantrell and Ellison (10), and Campbell and Heffner (11) have provided a description of the variety of measurements and analyses that resulted from the recording implementations on the GECOS system. The software analytic technique for an IBM 360 modified operating system for the APOLLO project was detailed by Stanley and Hertel (12).

The analytic approach can be subdivided into four areas of study. Each area will be described, together with examples from the literature.

Instrumentation. The first problem to be solved is data accessibility—that is, it must be possible to access the data and the intra-system relationships before any information on them can be recorded. Instrumentation is defined as the process of making the data accessible. A system may be instrumented by either hardware or software techniques. Each has its advantages and limitations, which are outlined below.

1. Hardware Instrumentation: This involves attaching electronic probes to parts of the computer. The probes are capable of generating a signal upon detection of voltage changes presumably caused by known computer activity. The probes are attached to a hardware device that can logically combine the signals and record their duration and number. Schulman (13) and Apple (14) have reported on the use of hardware monitors. Such devices are being commercially produced by several firms. The advantage of hardware instrumentation is that it imposes no interference upon the object system. The disadvantage is that only a limited subset of the total system data and relationships is accessible to the probes.

2. Software Instrumentation: This involves modification of the software so that the system's operation may be interrupted at any point to permit access to pertinent data and intra-system relationships. Most computer systems have some form of software instrumentation, although few have developed it extensively. Software probes should be capable of accessing almost all the information within the system. The disadvantage is that it interferes with the system's operation by forcing other activity to cease and by changing the normal stream of events. In order for software instrumentation to be maximally effective, the system must be specifically designed to support it. The author (2) has proposed a set of design principles which should be incorporated into a system for this purpose.

Measurement. Once a system has been instrumented, it is necessary to determine how to utilize this capability in order to provide useful information, that is, to measure the system's performance. One possibility is to allow the instrumentation to collect as much data as it can. This is impractical for all but the simplest implementation, for not only is an overwhelming amount of data produced, but system performance can be excessively degraded due to the recording interference. There are several more practical options.

1. Sampling Measurement: This technique can provide a frequency distribution which describes the activity of a program. According to Cantrell and Ellison (10), "If an executing program is frequently interrupted according to some random or periodic time schedule which is known to be statistically independent of any natural execution pattern in the program, then the frequency with which the interrupt location falls within a particular instruction sequence is proportional to the total time spent by the program in executing that instruction sequence." The clock interrupt feature of the computer is used to control the sampling rate. Cantrell and Ellison (10) discuss this in detail. This tech-
nique is very useful in selecting areas of a large program for analysis and improvement.

(2) Trace Measurement: Interest is often focused upon the sequential behavior of some portion of the system. That is, the analyst is concerned with the identification and ordering of the events which occurred in satisfying a system function. In this case, the instrumentation may be used for selecting just those behavioral elements that were active at a specified time or logical instance. An example of this is to be found in SDC's ADEPT time-sharing System (Kennedy, 16, Linde, et al., 15). The system is instrumented with a security trace capability to identify and record those user/software events that could compromise the security of the data files (Weissman, 17). It results in a time-oriented listing of the selected events with sufficient data being collected about each event to enable a determination of security flaws or violations. Trace measurement is particularly suited to debugging and the analysis of intra-system behavior.

(3) Accounting Measurement: A frequently required measure of time-sharing systems is a summary of resource utilization. Often this is considered to be accounting information. Typical summaries are amount of CPU time, volume of file storage, size of programs and amount of terminal time. To provide accounting information, the instrumentation is used for recognizing the initiation and termination of an event (for time information) and the amount that certain resources are used (for volume information). Accounting measurement is closely related to hardware instrumentation, for this type of instrumentation is typically utilized for measuring the amount of time that an I/O channel is of time that an I/O channel is used or to count the occurrences of interrupts. Accounting measurement finds its most frequent application in determining the amount of resources purchased by a user.

(4) Logical Measurement: Logical measurement involves the use of instrumentation to access data bases. The purpose is to select for further evaluation a subset of a data base as a function of the content, description or environment of that data base. One use for this is program self monitoring. As discussed by the author (18), errors and problems with both the input and processing of a data base can often be uncovered by program self-checking features. Another use for logical measurement is in debugging a program. Knowing the data that was input to a program and being able to assess the result of the program's processing allows rapid verification of the program's operation.

(5) Playback Measurement: The ability to recreate a system or subsystem's operation for iterative study and experimentation is a valuable technique that has received little attention. It involves recording all the input to the system or subsystem together with time tags, and then rerunning the component of interest with the recorded input substituted for the real input. Variations in system inputs, the operational program or both constitute controlled experiments against the standard provided by the original run. This technique was successfully used in the SAGE air defense system and has been well described by Sackman (3). Playback measurement is actually the selection of the total significant environment for a system or subsystem. This environment includes the initial state (conditions) at the beginning of the measurement period and all time-tagged input during that period.

Recording. The recording component of the analytic approach to time-sharing system measurement deals with the problem of transferring the data selected by the measurement criteria out of the computer memory and onto a secondary storage device. This is a significant problem due to the large volume of data selected for analysis by most measurement criteria. The problem is only minor in the case of accounting measurement where summaries may be accumulated and stored in core memory.

There are several techniques known to the author for reducing the data volume and/or time required for recording. (Refer to the author's review of the literature on recording (2).)

(1) Data Compression: The data can often be compressed to reduce its volume. This is accomplished, for instance, by converting EBCDIC encoded numbers to their binary or hexadecimal equivalents, by utilizing codes to designate frequently observed conditions or values, and by packing the data to eliminate unused or nonessential bits. The disadvantage of this is the CPU time required for doing the compression.

(2) Pre-analysis: It may be possible to analyze some of the data prior to removing it from core. For instance, instead of recording the begin and end times for an event, the interval alone may be computed and recorded. The tradeoff with this method is less useful data and additional CPU time.

(3) Selection: Recording for measurement that involves large blocks of data bases may be made less costly by examining the selected data base blocks for null or unnecessary entries. These entries may be deleted and the remaining data repacked. Again, CPU time must be made available for this.

(4) Interleaving: In the design of many time-sharing systems there is frequently a period of dead time—for instance, when the first few pages of a program are being swapped into core. During such periods, the CPU and/or an I/O channel may be available for manipulating and writing the selected data onto a secondary storage device.

Reduction. Once the data selected for measurement have been recorded, it must be sent to a reduction component to make it legible and meaningful to the human analyst. At the very least, the data should be listed in an English language equivalent to its binary encoding. Many types of listings can be produced such as time sequenced, event sequenced, changed values, summary counts, graphs and histograms. The purpose of the reduction function is to allow the analyst to acquire a feeling for the characteristics of the data, to evaluate the adequacy and validity of the instrumentation, measurement and recording components, to perform some cursory analysis and to plan for a thorough analysis (e.g., statistical) of the data. Several examples of reduction have been described in the GECOS papers (10, 11).

Applications

There are several distinct areas of investigation which can be supported by the analytic techniques of measurement.

(1) Program and Hardware Analysis: An understanding of a single program's behavior or the actual use of a hardware device may be obtained from the analytic method. Inefficiencies or errors may be detected by the sampling, accounting and logical measurements. Hardware instrumentation is particularly suited to analysis of I/O device usage.

(2) Supervisor Analysis: The stochastic behavior exhibited by the system and its interpretation in terms of the supervisor or executive function may be elucidated with the aid of trace and accounting types of measurement.

(3) System Analysis: This area is concerned with understanding to what degree and in what manner the man-machine-software complex has affected its environment. Tracing, accounting and logical measurements may be used to answer these questions. Some problems that can be investigated are the relative costs and efficiencies of different modes of computer usage, and the security problem of unauthorized access to data bases.

(4) System Research: There are two paths that can be followed for system research. The first is modeling or simulation. This requires the stochastic interpretation of the sampling, tracing and accounting measurement in order to formulate and test models of time-sharing system behavior. The second path involves controlled experimentation directly upon the time-sharing system itself. To accomplish this, the playback form of measurement is required to permit repeated system runs with the same input and only controlled changes to the system.

Analytic Techniques as Applied to the ADEPT Time-Sharing System

There have been two software implementations in System Development Corporation's ADEPT time-sharing system (15, 16) that utilizes the trace measurement concept. One is designed to detect certain basic events of the executive. These events are I/O interrupts, service (SVC) interrupts, scheduler initiation, swapper initiation and object program initiation. Characteristics of the interrupts and times of initiation are also collected. The measurements must be made very frequently and thus the probing, measuring and recording techniques had to be designed to minimize interference to the executive. This is accomplished by using a portion of page 0 (this page can be addressed without the use of a base register) as the primary recording buffer. At the points where the software probes are inserted, code is included to store the data directly into the buffer rather than calling upon a common subroutine. These techniques result in a cost of 35-70 microseconds to measure and collect the data for an interrupt; it is about twice that amount for the initiation events. Prior to the scheduler being entered, data from the primary recording buffer is moved to a larger secondary buffer. Every 6-9 seconds, the secondary buffer's contents are transferred to drum, the fastest I/O device available to ADEPT, at an average cost of 10 ms. About once an hour, the contents of the drums are transferred to a disc file, resulting in a slight reduction in service to the time-sharing users for a short period of time. The reduction component produces a time-oriented listing of all recorded data, plus summaries and distributions of the events.

The second software instrumentation was implemented to provide a record of user, terminal and file activity (17). This is used for determining whether classified files have been compromised and the extent of the compromise. The instrumentation differs from the previous one in that code is inserted into key programs to call a common reentrant subroutine. The call parameters contain the measures which are to be recorded. The recording subroutine collects the data into a buffer; when the buffer is full, it is written onto a disc file. This recording function is much more costly to operate than the previous one, since it is subroutinized and must be swapped into core. However, the infrequency with which it is called (about 5 times per minute) results in only a small percentage increase in system overhead. The data reduction consists of a time-oriented listing of the events.

A hardware instrumentation approach has also been used in analyzing the ADEPT system. An IBM hardware monitor was attached to the computer to perform accounting measures. The data for such measures as channel usage, amount of time spent in the supervisor state, number of I/O interrupts, and number of SVC interrupts were recorded. The probes consisted of nothing more than detectors and amplifiers hooked onto various parts of the machine's circuitry. The data was recorded in incremental or time-interval counters. Reduction of the data was a minor function and consisted of percentage computations.

(To be concluded in a coming issue of S/A)
Each proprietary computer program represents in and of itself a new business venture, and it should be treated accordingly. Thus, any decision to develop a proprietary software product should be preceded by exhaustive cost and revenue forecasting.

Cost forecasts must account for the technical effort involved, personnel and their fringe benefits, and the computer time required to develop the product. In addition, marketing costs must be forecast, taking into account marketing strategy, advertising and public relations costs, and costs of sales, such as commissions and other sales remuneration. Support costs must also be included. The overall cost forecast must extend throughout the life of the program.

Revenue forecasts must take into account the method of selling to be used in disseminating the proprietary programs to the market. Options available include direct sale of the package itself, leasing of the package, some type of an "as-used" method, or any combination of these approaches. Revenue forecasts must also account for the pricing strategy initially adopted and/or as modified throughout the useful life of the product. Finally, revenue forecasts must take into account the market itself. Who are the users? What are their alternatives? What competitive software programs are available?

After forecasts of both costs and revenue have been prepared, a forecast of cash flow is needed to indicate the amount of investment required, the break-even point, and the rate of return on the investment.

Though the merit inherent in various types of forecasts should appear obvious, many individuals or organizations set about developing proprietary software programs without, in fact, approaching the project as a business venture. Failure to go through the steps of determining what the eventual rate of return on the investment will be prompts mistakes. Thoroughgoing preanalysis and forecasts of all factors involved can form the basis for an intelligent approach to the development and marketing of new applications programs and systems software.

Guidelines for Standards

When those of us in the industry address ourselves to the subject of proprietary software packages, several topics generally come up for discussion. The first of these is the subject of standards, which in the context of this paper include (1) definitions; (2) documentation; and (3) the dissemination of information regarding the programs themselves. To build an adequate base for this new segment of the computer industry—the proprietary software segment—I propose these general guidelines:

First, some rational level of semantics should be evolved to describe what a program does; and we should diligently avoid the use of industry buzzwords or the coining of new terminology.

Second, some rational form of adequately summarizing program descriptions should be adopted. I'm suggesting standardized specification sheets that enable users to learn quickly and simply what a program is all about and what system and in what language it was developed.

Third, information regarding available programs should become readily and widely accessible. To broaden the market for a proprietary program to its fullest potential, advertising and other means of disseminating information about the availability of developed programs should come into play.

If these are, in fact, standards, whose responsibility or function is it to develop them or to lay the ground rules for developing them? My answer is that nobody need be responsible. No formal program should be adopted; no responsibility should be assigned, for the development of these standards. In my opinion, the marketplace should be allowed to work its normal course.

The marketplace will sooner or later select the technique, the documentation form, the semantics, and the type of specification sheet that works best and meets the users' needs most effectively. Other forms will be weeded out. Services and new businesses will doubtlessly be formed to accommodate these requirements. Some of them already exist. Two primary examples are (1) publications that, for a fee, carry editorial descriptions of what applications programs are available in which advertising can be placed.

Author Joseph T. Hootman, President of Remote Computing Corporation, at work.
do a great job in management information systems

... IN CONNECTICUT.

We're working on tomorrow's helicopters right now. Super-birds like 18-ton Sikorsky SKYCRANES—designed to transport huge cargos wherever conventional means are impracticable. And luxurious Vertical Take-Off and Landing Vehicles to whisk people quickly and comfortably to and from congested airports. All designed to answer the critical needs of mass transportation. It's a dynamic industry with optimum opportunities.
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"Where are the market areas for newly developed proprietary software packages? Where are the opportunities for new companies, established software companies, and computer users to develop new programs? Nobody has asked those questions, and I would suggest that nobody should right now. My understanding is that that's proprietary information."

Joseph T. Hootman

Another aspect of business relations relates to the need for developing certain standard approaches to contractual agreements between the buyers and sellers of proprietary software. Before these approaches become standardized, litigation seems certain to come about. Litigation is, in fact, often an essential step in establishing the contractual rights and responsibilities of all parties. We need not necessarily shy away from litigation, and we must recognize that it will happen. Parenthetically I would suggest that, in this regard, the patent laws and copyright laws are virtually useless. Contracts afford very practical and realistic solutions to many of the problems presented in protecting the rights and responsibilities of all who develop, sell, lease, and use proprietary software packages.

The marketplace will reward the capable and the conscientious—those who offer a "good deal," those who honestly represent the product, those who price it fairly, those who offer proper contracts, and those who provide adequate service and support over the long haul. Some trauma will be evidenced in building this industry segment. A few "fast-buck" artists may intrude. An occasional business will fail. These events are merely part of the learning process, somewhat paralleling what has happened in the time-sharing industry as it has evolved over the past three years.

Marketing Approaches

I must admit to my considerable interest in the marketing of proprietary computer programs. Now I want to amplify my earlier comments regarding the three ways of selling these products.

The first marketing method, you will remember, is through the outright sale of the source and object program to an end user; the second is to lease the source and/or object program; and the third is to market both on some kind of a measured-use basis.

The main objective is to maximize the rate of return on the investment; the solution, obviously, is to sell the same product many, many times over. To the software company, the computer user, or programming staff, this means nobody shopping continuously for a better "deal"; this means no one-time sales of programming effort; this means no copying or leaks of the program outside and around so that it can be misused or given away. These factors relate to contract problems and suggest that the usage basis may well be the best means of maximizing revenues.

Certain advantages are indeed obvious: the usage basis is easier to sell, and no significant capital investment is required of the user. In addition, the usage basis offers at least some means of protection in that the source program need not be provided—only the object program. Some problems in copying and leakage are thereby avoided. Further, the usage basis means that the author has a continuing relationship with the user. From the user's point of view, this relationship assures continued maintenance and support. From the author's point of view, it may provide modification revenue and additional application revenue. It may also provide leads and referrals not otherwise available.

Strongest Argument for Usage Basis

In my opinion, the strongest argument for the usage basis is that it forces the developer to adopt the point of view of "what promises the greatest potential over the longest period of time." Of course, this perspective assumes that the product will be kept viable over a long period of time to assure a truly significant rate of return on the investment. An obvious disadvantage of the usage basis of marketing is that the cash flow—particularly the initial front-end cash flow—is extremely limited. That can be a problem for a small company.

and (2) software brokerage firms that locate and market available applications programs. It appears completely logical to me that these functions should be performed by and in the marketplace, and I see no justification at this time for any industry or government intervention to establish standards in this general area.

Technological Development

The second topic we should address ourselves to is the area of technological development of software itself. It is difficult at best to look ahead into the future—into the '70s—to specify what events will transpire in software development. Certain patterns are becoming obvious, however, and should be mentioned. I see four areas in which activity should increase significantly:

1. The use of generator-type techniques to develop applications software—as differentiated, of course, from systems software where generator techniques have been used consistently for a number of years.
2. Tied in to the generator concept, but of a slightly different nature, is the technique of allowing hooks and hangers to be placed in these programs so that user's own code and logical links to other proprietary packages can be quickly and easily tied to allow proprietary programs to be combined.
3. The use of computer utilities to develop proprietary software.
4. Finally, something that has been traditionally true won't change during the '70s: need for documentation of proprietary packages will increase, and more automated documentation is obviously coming. The need for adequate documentation is going to be more and more critical in the '70s and, particularly, as these needs relate to the marketing effort for these programs.

Business Relations

A third major topic to be discussed is business relations as they pertain to the evolution of this segment of the computer industry.

As I suggested above, we must begin to consider the development and marketing of proprietary software as a business venture in the truest sense. Companies that are now developing proprietary packages—the software firms—and even certain computer users must take the lead in approaching this as a business market area. Vendors of proprietary software must exert considerable effort to develop and protect this industry segment. Marketing practices and marketing organizations must evolve. While neither a commodities exchange nor a securities exchange is required, the analogy should be apparent.
Assuming that we agree that the usage basis has some merit for certain companies, programs, and situations, how do we sell on a usage basis? The answer depends on who’s selling and who’s buying. If we’re selling to an end user with his own computer, we can evolve techniques of putting a meter in the program, then allow the user to put the program on his system. A contractual obligation and some honesty on the user’s part are required here. As an alternative approach, the program developer can acquire his own computer and offer a service as a computer utility or a service bureau, or he can acquire block time on some system. Parenthetically again, I would suggest that many computers have some future applicability here—particularly low-cost computer systems dedicated to specialized applications.

**Alternative Approaches**

Finally, of course, and I obviously have an axe to grind (or a cause to espouse) in a way: the best way to market programs on a usage basis is through a computer utility. One approach is to arrange a wholesale/retail situation in which the program developer buys time at a wholesale rate from the utility and, in effect, sells that time with his application program at retail. A second approach is to make the program available to the computer utility on a royalty basis. A third approach is a franchise arrangement. ("Franchising" seems to be a very hot word to a lot of people in our industry today.) Finally, of course, there is the joint venture route.

If the wholesale/retail approach is selected, the developer can buy computer time at wholesale and sell it at the same rate that the utility would have sold it. His gross profit then is essentially the difference between the utility rate and his retail charge. He is then dependent, of course, upon the utility’s pricing structure, which may not be desirable. Alternatively, the developer can use the utility’s standard rates plus some kind of a markup—such as a one-time charge or some percentage factor times the utility rate for his program. Or he can set up and retail his product at his own price at his own rates. The latter approach requires that the computer utility provide very accurate logging data and accounting information to the program developer. That data isn’t always available.

Under the royalty approach, the utility itself markets the program and then pays the developer a royalty based upon the usage. The utility can charge the customer in different ways, of course, or can use their standard rates. They can or should also provide a one-time charge and a periodic charge, if appropriate, such as a monthly minimum or something of that nature. They should be able to provide varying forms of incremental pricing wherein a program that uses either heavy cpu or I/O time can be charged for accordingly. The utility should be able to charge based upon some multiple of any form of incremental pricing—300 percent of the cpu rate, for example. Finally, the utility should be able to provide a unit tally that can be multiplied by some price—$0.25 per check or $3.00 per equation or 0.01 per FORTRAN statement or some similar approach.

The royalty paid to the program developer should not impose a penalty that forces the utility to sell below standard rates. If that happens, the arrangement will not prove attractive. By the same token, the utility should be encouraged to charge more than standard rates for a high quality product; and the royalty paid to the author should reflect the profit in the program development. If these different pricing techniques or some combination of them are used, the utility should retain the right to vary the royalty percentage based upon whichever tech-
nique applies. For instance, they may wish to give the program developer 100 percent of a one-time charge, 50 percent of the monthly minimum, 50 percent of a 300 percent markup on cpu time, etc.

Royalties are, of course, always subject to negotiation and contractual agreements. I have experienced some interesting discussions with program developers in this area. In implementing our royalty plan, I will be the first to admit that it always hasn't been easy to work out arrangements.

Another approach to marketing on a usage basis is the franchise route. While this is basically a royalty approach, a key difference is that a considerable amount of technical and/or marketing support with documentation, maintenance, etc. is provided over an extended period, which is not necessarily available on a royalty basis. The utility still does all the selling, but the developer plays an important role by providing continuing support for the computer utility's marketing and technical efforts. A one-time charge or a monthly minimum usage can also be associated with the franchise approach. While I draw no analogies here to fried chicken outlets or pizza palaces, those are franchise approaches, too; and I think that you can visualize the type of support that the franchisor provides to the franchisee.

Joint Venture Approach

A final approach, of course, is the joint venture; and I can't begin to comment on how this concept could be structured. The sky is the limit! It can vary all the way from a handshake up to the formation of a jointly owned new corporation. Certainly I think that many software companies are going to be actively considering joint ventures with computer utilities for the marketing of new proprietary software packages.

The key point here, in terms of marketing of these proprietary programs, is that the computer utility provides the distribution and marketing vehicle, which until now hasn't really been available for proprietary programs. It can provide some very adequate means of protection, marketing support, and even technical support to the program developer. In that sense, there is a very direct analogy to the function a book publisher performs for an author; and that system has worked extremely well for many years. Accordingly, I would suggest that computer utilities will become "publishers" of program authors' "works" during the '70s.

Interdisciplinary Implications

Several questions arise concerning interdisciplinary implications: What about the hardware? What about the problems of the influence of software and proprietary packages on hardware development? What about the problems of hardware evolution? What happens to significant investments in proprietary software when radical changes are made in bringing on new hardware systems?

Let me point out first that we do need better hardware. And we do need a continuing and greatly enhanced interrelationship between software—both systems and applications—and hardware. We certainly need better storage devices. While we're getting many, many more terminal devices—as is evidenced by the number of terminal-device exhibitors at computer conferences—we're not yet getting as many oriented toward specific applications as will become available during the '70s.

To those of you developing software packages for proprietary use, I offer four suggestions:

First of all, think about on-line systems and tying terminals into applications software—special-purpose terminals perhaps even provided by the program developer.

Second, whenever it is possible, write your programs in a higher-level language. I recognize here that there is a considerable interest in microprogramming and the use of Read Only memories and that these things can make proprietary programs very machine-dependent, which is generally to be avoided.

Third, wherever practicable, use a well known, well utilized compiler, generator, or problem-oriented language in the development of your package.

Finally, strive for independence from hardware configurations not only because of what may happen downstream but because if you have developed a program that is absolutely 360-dependent and somebody wants to put that on a machine like, for example, a Univac 491, the conversion problems can be considerable; and you may lose a darn good customer.
A computer dictionary defines a loop as "... the repetitious execution of a series of instructions caused by having the last instruction in the series return the machine to the first instruction in the same series." A fatal loop may be defined as a loop which is endless. A fatal loop is normally terminated by operator intervention or by exceeding a pre-defined time limit.

Loop detection and analysis of the cause of looping is largely a function of the analytical prowess of the programmer and his knowledge of the inner workings of the program in which the fatal loop occurs. The detection of loops requires more than a knowledge of the input and output of a program; it demands knowledge of the step-by-step path the program actually takes. This information on the dynamic flow of a program may be thought of as TRACE information, be it stored in the programmer's head or on the printed page as a result of a software aid to debugging. Loop detection is then a facet of the larger problem of tracing.

Although programmatic loop detection is occasionally written into a program, generalized loop detection which requires no pre-planning by the using programmer is largely ignored.

The advent of the closed shop and higher computer execution speeds has all but eliminated the practice of sitting at the console and running a program a single instruction at a time. The promise of highly flexible interactive terminals is not yet a reality for the vast majority of batch-oriented users. The options which remain seem to be either the use of a trace program or the scratching of one's head.

The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, under the provisions of the National Defense Education Act.

Manufacturer-Supplied Traces

Most computer manufacturers provide some type of software trace for all but the smallest machines in their line. Trace is an ill-defined name given to a wide variety of techniques, all of which record, in some fashion, the path actually taken by the program being traced. TRACES may be classified as low-level (assembler or machine code) or high-level (FORTRAN).

Low-Level Traces. Most trace programs operate on the machine code level and are of the interpretive execution type or the "SNAP" print type. Some are assembler options, while others are selectable at the time of loading a relocatable object deck. At least one trace utilizes hardware interrupt features while most are exclusively software.

An excellent example of the interpretive execution type of trace is provided by Knuth, while the Control Data Corporation 3600 trace is an example of a low-level trace which is similar to the ubiquitous "SNAP" or snapshot debugging print. All low-level traces share the limitations of being highly machine dependent, with their usefulness inversely proportional to the speed of their machines. The high speed of large-scale machines precludes the use of a low-level trace to print all operations; the output of such a trace must be limited. On the other hand, limiting the output of a trace obscures the details of execution.

Fortran-Level Traces. Several manufacturers have acknowledged the desirability of debugging in source language by implementing FORTRAN compile options which print names of programs and statement numbers during execution. The chief objection to these programming aids is the vol-
approximately 150 FORTHAN programs, the university is engaged in research in machine tracing to be traced. In independent information systems which has resulted in the development of the Basic Indexing and Retrieval Systems (BIRS) at Michigan State University. Given a machine which executes at high speed and a program which is sufficiently large, the programmer is faced with the decision of either generating a mountain of printed output or severely limiting the range of code to be traced.

Need for FORTRAN Trace

The Information Systems Laboratory (ISL) at Michigan State University is engaged in research in machine independent information systems which has resulted in the development of the Basic Indexing and Retrieval Systems (BIRS).

The problems of debugging, of indoctrinating programmers, and of documenting BIRS, coupled with the restriction of a modest project staff has led to the use of a trace called TRAC which traces the execution of FORTRAN programs and is itself written in FORTRAN. Because this diagnostic tool is designed to be machine-independent, it may be easily implemented on a variety of computers. TRAC processing may be divided into pre-compile time processing and run-time processing.

Pre-Compile Processor. Pre-compile processing is performed by six subroutines, known collectively as PREP, which read FORTRAN source, analyze it, and output source with calls which pass routine names and statement numbers to SUBROUTINE TRAC. In addition, PREP outputs SUBROUTINE TRAC itself, in FORTRAN. (Figure 1) The output of PREP is compiled and run in the usual manner.

Run-Time Processing. As the user routine executes, it makes calls which define calling routine statement numbers to the TRAC SUBROUTINE (Figure 2). TRAC compares each statement number to the statement numbers in a circular buffer (FIFO). If not found, it is added to the circular buffer. If the circular buffer is full, it passes its first-in statement number to the print buffer. If the most recent statement number is found in the circular buffer, the possibility of a loop is acknowledged by setting an integer variable “LOOP” to 1 and flushing the circular buffer (to the print buffer) up to the occurrence of the statement number found. The statement number of the next call to TRAC will be checked to see if it is the next expected statement number in the circular buffer.

In this manner, a statement number or a pattern of statement numbers which repeat themselves is counted. If the count reaches fifty thousand, the pattern is declared to be fatal and the TRAC routine issues a fatal loop message with statement number traceback information and executes a STOP.

A pattern of statement numbers which is broken before the fifty thousandth execution of the loop is passed to the print buffer together with the loop count and is printed in a compressed format.

Example: Figure 3 gives an example of TRAC Print under the following circumstances. SUBROUTINE ABLE is entered and executes statement numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 and then calls SUBROUTINE BAKER which executes its statement numbers 101, 102, and 103. As the user routine executes, it makes calls which define calling routine statement numbers to the TRAC SUBROUTINE (Figure 2). TRAC compares each statement number to the statement numbers in a circular buffer (FIFO). If not found, it is added to the circular buffer. If the circular buffer is full, it passes its first-in statement number to the print buffer. If the most recent statement number is found in the circular buffer, the possibility of a loop is acknowledged by setting an integer variable “LOOP” to 1 and flushing the circular buffer (to the print buffer) up to the occurrence of the statement number found. The statement number of the next call to TRAC will be checked to see if it is the next expected statement number in the circular buffer.

In this manner, a statement number or a pattern of statement numbers which repeat themselves is counted. If the count reaches fifty thousand, the pattern is declared to be fatal and the TRAC routine issues a fatal loop message with statement number traceback information and executes a STOP.

A pattern of statement numbers which is broken before the fifty thousandth execution of the loop is passed to the print buffer together with the loop count and is printed in a compressed format.

Example: Figure 3 gives an example of TRAC Print under the following circumstances. SUBROUTINE ABLE is entered and executes statement numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 and then calls SUBROUTINE BAKER which executes its statement numbers 101, 102, and 103. At this point BAKER loops 47 times through statement numbers 104, 105, and 106, and then continues on to statement number 107 and returns to ABLE which executes statement numbers 5, 6, and 7. ABLE then enters a fatal loop between statement numbers 8 and 9, which causes an error message and stop. Note that all print generated by TRAC is labeled “TRAC” to distinguish it from user print.
Conclusions

FORTRAN source language tracing is useful and practical, especially on large, complex systems which are capable of being implemented on many different types of machines. A trace using standard data at one installation should produce printed output identical to that of another installation which has the computer of another manufacturer.

The same standard data trace print may be used in documentation to give other programmers a detailed look at the inner workings of a complex system.

Loop detection is an unusual feature of TRAC which is an especially useful tool for working with a machine which one does not know intimately. Finally, the trend in software is toward higher-level languages. Debugging aids should ideally be programmed in the language of the systems they serve.

Additional information on TRAC may be obtained from J. W. Simmons, Information Systems Laboratory, 311 Computer Center, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48823. (517-353-7284)
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Executive Computer Systems, Inc., Oak Brook, Ill., announced the acquisition of the business and assets of Occidental Computer Corp., Riverside, Calif.

Ronald P. Fox, President of Executive Computer Systems, Inc. stated that, "the acquisition of Occidental Computer will allow Executive Computer Systems, Inc. to expand its market penetration to the Western Region of the United States and to offer a total range of our services through the Occidental Division." Capabilities offered through the Occidental Division of Executive Computer Systems are: buying, selling and leasing of computer equipment, systems design and implementation, processing service in the medical and publication field through their Information Center, site selection and facility construction, personnel procurement, and executive education.

M&M Computer Industries, Inc., Orange, Calif., has been formed as a Delaware Corporation with 2,000,000 shares of stock, to develop and produce a line of digital communications and computer systems products. The first product to be introduced is a remote batch terminal which includes many standard features such as auto-answering for dial-up lines, automatic turn-around, multiple record transmission, horizontal format control, EBCDIC transparency and multipoint line control for which other manufacturers charge extra, according to company officials. Frederick J. McKee is President of M&M Computer Industries, Inc.

KBM Data Systems, Inc., Atlanta based computer service company, has acquired Computer Controls Corp. of Miami, KPM President and Board Chairman William J. Kettle, Jr. announced. With the exchange of a combination of stock and convertible debentures, KBM added to its rapidly expanding company all the CCC assets and customers. Kettle stated important assets included an additional Honeywell 2200 computer system and an inventory control system now used extensively by business and industry.

W. L. Jacobs, Vice President and Director of Operations, added that the first result of the acquisition will be the rapid expansion of KBM's Information Systems Division, which provides a wide range of on-line, real-time computer related services in the fields of systems analysis and design as well as computer programming and facilities management for business data processing on a national basis. A company offering diversified services, KBM also has perfected and begun nationwide operation during the past year of an on-line, real-time computer information system for stockbrokers.

International Business Machines Corp., Armonk, N.Y., and Keuffel & Esser Co., Morristown, N.J., have announced the signing of an agreement under which K&E will acquire certain assets of IBM in the microfilm products area. The products, previously manufactured and marketed by IBM, include dzzo and thermal micro copiers, document and micro viewers, and related parts and supplies. IBM discontinued this portion of its microfilm products line in 1969, and a previous announcement was made that IBM had entered into negotiations with K&E for the sale of these assets.

Keuffel & Esser Co. has manufactured and marketed microfilm cameras, viewers, processors, and related equipment and supplies to the engineering/industrial field for over a decade. "The addition of the IBM product line," said Alfred E. Busch, K&E President, "will broaden the company's marketing base in the microfilm area and make us eligible to pursue applications beyond engineering."

Tymshare, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif., and Dial-Data, Inc., Newton, Mass., have agreed in principle to merge, subject to approval by shareholders, it was announced jointly by T. J. O'Rourke, President of Tymshare and L. C. Clapp, President of Dial-Data. "The merger between these privately held companies," according to O'Rourke, "will result in the third largest time sharing company in the country, ranking just behind General Electric's and IBM's time sharing subsidiaries." In the combined organization, Clapp will be named Executive Vice President and a Director of Tymshare, Inc. O'Rourke will continue as President and Chief Executive Officer.

Dial-Data operates computing centers in Boston, New York and Washington and has additional sales offices in Hartford, Conn. and St. Petersburg, Fla., and is a major user of XDS 940 time sharing computers, identical to those in use by Tymshare at its computing centers in Cupertino and Inglewood, Calif. and Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

TRAVCOM, Inc., a wholly-owned computer services subsidiary of the Travelers Corp., Hartford, Conn., has purchased the assets of Computer Power, Inc., Philadelphia, according to an announcement from Roger C. Wilkins, Travelers president.

Formed in June 1968, Computer Power, Inc. has been active in the development and implementation of computer-based accounting and record-keeping services for small and medium sized businesses. The CPI systems for billing, inventory control, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll utilize a typewriter-like terminal in the customer's office linked by telephone line to an IBM 360 computer.

CPI's services will be extended throughout TRAVCOM's data center network as a key element in a national expansion plan, according to Wilkins. "Computer Power's product development and unique skills will enhance our objective to provide a total data processing capability to the small business market," he added.

TRAVCOM currently operates data centers in Hartford, Conn., Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, Louisville, Ky., Portland and Eugene, Ore., and Seattle, Wash. and plans to devote increased attention to its municipal data systems currently being offered only in Connecticut.

Computing and Software, Inc., has announced the acquisition of The Title Insurance Company of Idaho (TI) in exchange for an undisclosed number of shares of common stock. Headquartered in Boise, Idaho, TI specializes in research, sale, and guarantee of information pertaining to property ownership and rights. It operates 18 offices in six northwestern states where current records are maintained of practically all properties in the immediate regions. The company has been an innovator in the development and operational use of microfilm systems for retrieval of property information from data files.

Computing and Software, Inc. is a recognized industry leader in the management and operation of computing centers and their application in the
field of specialized information exchanges. The firm also engages in computer software development, sale of computer-related marketing and financial services, data processing training courses, and manufactures components for the computer peripheral equipment market.

The Barry Wright Corp. (AMEX), Watertown, Mass., has announced acquisition of the Wassell Organization, Westport, Conn., for an undisclosed amount of stock. Wassell will be operated as part of the parent company's expanding VISIrecord Division headquartered in Copiague, L.I. According to Paul S. Nevin, VISIrecord Division president, Wassell's physical operation, with present executive management and staff personnel will remain at Westport. Both companies have been leading innovators in their respective specialties in the visible business systems field.

Barry Wright Corp. is a group of autonomously operated divisions and subsidiaries covering industrial, computer accessory and business system markets, each leaders in their respective specialty fields.

Eric Knutsen Assoc., Inc., a new computer services company, offers management consulting, systems design, and custom software services. Specialties include factory monitoring, control systems for continuous and batch processes, communications oriented systems, and project management services.

The company is also engaged in the development and acquisition of new products. Offices are in New York City and Yorktown Heights, N. Y. Eric Knutsen, founder, was formerly with Graphic Sciences, Inc. as Associate Director of the Information Services Division and Director of Computer Leasing.

Data Network Corp. (OTC), New York, has announced an agreement in principle to acquire Logistic Distro Data, Inc., New York, and its subsidiary, LDD Computer Services Inc. The transaction will involve an undisclosed amount of stock.

Logistic Distro Data is engaged in computer and software services in the New York metropolitan area. The company's equipment includes an IBM 360/65 computer with a million K of core. Logistic Distro Data owns 20 per cent of Distribution Services, Inc., Washington, D.C., in a joint venture with Control Data Corp., GATX, Schriever and McKee Assoc., Inc. and Strobel and Rongved.

Announcing the agreement, John J. Callanan, president of Data Network, said, "It is our intent to build a nationwide computer services network. Our recent merger with Computer Sharing, Inc., and our forthcoming acquisition of Logistic Distro Data, are major steps toward attaining that goal." Callanan noted that the present management of Logistic Distro Data would be retained.

Data Network Corp. offers computer services to commercial and scientific markets, including specialized proprietary software applications, time-sharing service and support service.

Delta Data Systems has announced the formation of a special Bank Services Group to concentrate specifically on providing a variety of services to the nation's banking community. The group is composed of experienced banking specialists. It will operate within Delta's Facility Management Division, and is headed by Robert J. Vittacce.

Computer Industries, Inc., Sherman Oaks, Calif., was recently acquired by University Computing Co., Dallas. Computer Industries was previously a publicly held subsidiary of UCC. Under the new Organization Graphic Systems Division is part of the Computer Products Group of University Computing Co., which includes: Computer Instrumentation Ltd., Computer Leasing Co., Data Communication Systems Division, Datel Division, Government Systems Division and System Support Division.

Graphic Systems Division will remain headquartered in Van Nuys, Calif., and will continue to provide products and services for the computer graphic field. The present product line includes Microfilm Printer/Plotter Systems. Digital Incremental Plotting Systems and Input Data Reduction Systems.

Cecil M. Benadom, President of Beneficial Finance Co., Miami, has announced plans for the installation of a data processing network linking nearly 1,700 loan offices in the corporate system to the organization's computer center. The new computerized communications system, BENCOM, will be the most extensive data processing network in the consumer finance industry.

The nationwide system will connect two IBM System/360 Model 65 computers in Morristown, N.J., to communications terminals in the affiliated Beneficial offices throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Facility Management and Support, Inc. has been organized in the Chicago area by a group of former EDS systems engineers. The primary purpose of FMS is to provide professional data processing facility management. FMS also provides operations, programming and systems design support.
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Datacraft is now delivering the fastest 24-bit general purpose Digital Computer available today. Our DC 6024 overshadows many 32-bit machines that limp along behind fancy gingerbread control panels. We take advantage of the simplicity of our 24-bit CPU design and our superspeed memory to run circles around several of our larger cousins, both price-wise and throughput-wise.
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PERIPHERAL DYNAMICS ANNOUNCES C300 SERIES CARD READERS . . . Peripheral Dynamics, Inc. has announced its first product—the C300 Series Card Readers that stress low-cost, medium-speed and high reliability. PDI’s C301 table model and C302 rack-mounted card reader can operate with either a general purpose computer or remote terminal. PDI is a subsidiary of Systems Engineering Laboratories, Inc. and will market the card readers to Systems and on an OEM basis to other computer manufacturers.

Standard features of the C300 series include card feed stop, motor shut down in case of a card jam, and an attention light that tells the operator when the output hopper is full, the input hopper empty or if there is a no-pick condition—the card not being transferred to the read station. Only three illuminated controls are required: power on-off, card feed start with operator attention light, and card feed halt. Optional features include a read station light/dark check for each card feed, line drivers for signal transmission over 30 feet and provision for 50 HZ operation.

For more information, circle No. 10 on the Reader Service Card

IBM 360 DOS OVERLAY HANDLER FLEXIBLE . . . Computer Systems Research announces an IBM 360 DOS Overlay Handler that provides the flexibility of OS/360 and requires only 500 bytes of main storage. Traditionally, changes to DOS overlay structures have necessitated recompilation of the calling program and in some cases changes to the actual program logic. With the Overlay Handler on duty, one need only re-specify the relative location of the phases to the DOS linkage editor and re-linkedit them. The Overlay Handler does the rest.

For more information, circle No. 11 on the Reader Service Card

E-DAC—AN AUTOMATIC TIME STUDY SYSTEM . . . The low cost E-DAC system eliminates reading a stopwatch, writing down times, calculating and classifying data, and analyzing results. E-DAC automatically keeps track of the time; at the completion of each event the Industrial Engineer, the time study technician, or even the operator being studied just pushes the coded event button. The elemental time and the event are then printed on paper tape.

A complete computer analysis and data bank service compiles and stores the data and prepares a summary report, automating Industrial Engineering and time studies.

For more information, circle No. 12 on the Reader Service Card

CINCINNATI MILLING ANNOUNCES TWO MINICOMPUTER MODELS . . . One of the world’s largest numerical control producers has entered the real-time digital computer field with two low-cost, microprogrammable models. Of the two minicomputers introduced by Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., one is specifically designed for dedicated applications and the other for general purpose operations.

According to Gianluigi Gabetti, president of Olivetti Underwood, the new unit is the first in a series of Olivetti compact computers which places the company firmly in a $500 million dollar per year market.

The Auditronic can be used effectively in a large variety of commercial applications in both small and large companies; for the small company as a complete system of management information, and for the large company as a method for decentralized data processing. The Auditronic 770 is designed as a stand-alone system or as a real-time terminal.

The key to the effectiveness of the
Auditronic 770 is an exclusive magnetic tape cartridge similar to tape decks used on large computers. With two cartridges, the memory capacity is 74,000 characters. The completely interchangeable cartridges are self-contained and unaffected by environmental conditions.

For more information, circle No. 14 on the Reader Service Card

NEW PLOTTING SYSTEM SPEEDS TIME SHARING . . . The TSP-212, a fast unitized plotting system has just been introduced by Time Share Peripherals Corp., Wilton, Conn. The TSP-212 combines the field-proven TSP-12 Plotter with a specially-designed Honeywell X-Y Recorder. The company claims that the TSP-212 speeds and economizes time-sharing EDP wherever graphics are useful.

The new system connects directly to Teletypes, IBM 2741's, and most other terminals. A single-cable connector accomplishes interface through data set or coupler. Operator-oriented controls are all positioned on the front panel. Plot sizes up to 10 X 15” are continuously adjustable through an “absolute plot dimension” pushbutton facility. The unit utilizes modern, low-maintenance, solid-state electronics. Sub-routines in BASIC and FORTRAN, accommodated by most time-share systems, are supplied, or are available in public libraries of time-share services. These routines are useable with many computers not having full code-set output capabilities.

For more information, circle No. 15 on the Reader Service Card

POTTER INTRODUCES AUTOMATIC TAPE TRANSPORT . . . The Potter Instrument Co., Inc., Plainview, N. Y., has announced the introduction of a fully automatic threading and loading single-capstan tape transport. The AT-1082 has been designed for use with the highest performance computer systems and is capable of bidirectional tape speeds to 150 ips.

The AT-1082 features field-proven vacuum column tape buffering, precision edge guidance for reliable tape control, and industry compatible read/write operations at packing densities to 800 bpi NRZ-1 and 1600 bpi Phase Encoded. The elimination of mechanical adjustments and the incorporation of advanced electronic circuitry makes the AT-1082 the simplest, most reliable tape transport in the industry.

For more information, circle No. 16 on the Reader Service Card

“CONTROL DEVICES” ARE SOFTWARE IN NEW INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER . . . Modicon Corp. has recently introduced a new industrial controller which is actually a small digital computer made to perform sequencing, counting, relay logic, and timing functions by its software control modules. The control functions the Controller performs are determined by the control modules loaded into its memory. The control modules are handled as if they were hardware; no computer language programming is required by the user. Designated the Model 084 Controller, it consists of 1000 words of core memory, a central processor, input-output registers and signal conditioning equipment.

The control modules—basic programs enabling the Model 084 Controller, it consists of 1000 words of core memory, a central processor, input-output registers and signal conditioning equipment.

The control modules—basic programs enabling the Model 084 Controller to perform common control functions such as sequencing, logic, timing and counting—are loaded at the factory into the Controller's memory. At his plant the user "builds" his control system through a detachable programming panel. The user does not need to be familiar with computer programming. He uses only the basic control technology already familiar to him. For instance, one of the Control Modules—the Logic Module—draws heavily on the techniques used in the electrical elementary diagram; the ladder arrangement, line numbers, and the same symbols.

For more information, circle No. 17 on the Reader Service Card

ELECTRONIC CONVERTER PROVIDES INSTANT REPLAY . . . Preparing programs for tape operated numerical control machines is a slow and costly manual operation that appears on its way out for some operations. It may soon be replaced by an electronic code converter which employs IBM cards and a memory to provide an instant replay capability to N/C units.

A prototype of the unit, which measures 15 V 28 X 13” has been developed by Radiation Inc., Florida-based aerospace subsidiary of Harris—Intertype Corp., Cleveland. Although marketing plans are still unresolved, the firm is enthusiastic about the capabilities of the machine.

For more information, circle No. 18 on the Reader Service Card

VICTOR EXPANDS CRT CALCULATOR LINE . . . Positive and negative products, quotients and sums are accumulated in the memory register of a new cathode ray tube electronic calculator introduced this month by Victor Comptometer Corp. The 14-321 is the second and lowest priced model of the Victor Series 1400 line. The visible accumulating memory provides an automatic grand total of negative and positive extensions.

Accumulations in the memory can be transferred to the working register for further calculations, eliminating manual re-entry. Each register has 14-digit capacity. The large digits appear on a non-glare display for easy reading. A simplified round-off decimal system permits selective round-off up to six places.

For more information, circle No. 19 on the Reader Service Card

OPTICAL PAGE READING SYSTEM CAN PROCESS OFF-LINE . . . One of the practical features of a new optical page-reading or journal tape-reading system introduced by Farrington is that you don’t have to put it “online” into a data processing system to digitize the data it reads. The Farrington OCR (Optical Character Reader) reads information either typed or printed, edits and formats it, and then produces a magnetic tape output of digital data. This output can then be fed to a computer.

The system takes the place of key-punching, keytape, key-disc, etc., and with proper forms design, can eliminate any rekeying of the data. The Farrington 3030 Page Reader is also faster, with a reading speed of 400 characters per second. (A similar model, the 4040, reads journal tapes from cash register and adding machines at a rate of 2,000 characters per second.)

For more information, circle No. 20 on the Reader Service Card

Software Age
INTRODUCE HOME STUDY COURSE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING . . . A new home study course, including all the instruction a person with no previous training needs for employment as a computer programmer, has been introduced by CREI, Home Study Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co. This course will be particularly useful as a means of upgrading computer operators and other personnel to cope with the continuing shortage of programmers.

Content was determined through consultation with specialists in computer programming and data processing. Concentrating on COBOL, the course gives the student opportunities to write actual programs in that language. When submitted, these programs are run through an IBM 360 System at the CREI Computer Center and returned with comments from an instructor.

For more information, circle No. 21 on the Reader Service Card.

LITERATURE DESCRIBES SCORE . . . New literature is now available from Atlantic Software Inc. describing improved and additional capabilities in the SCORE Cobol Program Generator, reporting and file management system.

New capabilities such as: multiple input and output file handling, automatic matching of Master and Detail files, execution time Date retrieval, inserting own-COBOL-code without having to punch, interpret, or figure-out the logic of the generated program, are just a few of the new items, described in the current SCORE booklet.

SCORE was created to relieve programmers of the burden of coding the clerical COBOL functions usually required in most programs, so that they might concentrate on the unique and creative part of a problem. SCORE orders and installations now total over 90. Operational configurations include the IBM 360 OS and DOS, Honeywell 200 Series, RCA Spectra 70, Burroughs 5500, and Univac 1108.

For more information, circle No. 22 on the Reader Service Card.

NEW PLOTTING SERVICE AVAILABLE . . . Axicom Systems, Inc., Paramus, N. J., offers a high-speed, remote, interactive plotting service in addition to the range of computer service already available from the company. The plotting service, called AXI- PLOT, will make it possible for Axicom's Univax 1108, EXEC 8 Operating System to command plotters at remote locations via Axicom's recently announced 30-character-per-second communications network.

The AXI-PLOT system utilizes the newly-developed Houston Instrument PTC-4 (patent pending) plotter controller; a COMPLOT® Dp-1 (11") or COMPLOT DP-3 (21") plotter; a CTC Datapoint 3300 visual display, or other Teletype compatible device; and an acoustical coupler.

Using the CRT, or some equivalent device, the user can build, edit or execute programs stored on the drums of the Axicom computer (the drums have a storage capacity of 132-million characters each). The system output may then be routed to the plotter at a rate of from 300 to 700 increments per second. This rate is approximately 100 per cent faster than that of other remote plotter systems in current use. This faster rate will substantially reduce necessary communications time, thereby reducing costs to the user.

For more information, circle No. 23 on the Reader Service Card.

TAKE THE GUILFORD TURNPIKE TO SUCCESS

Turn at the interchange that takes you to Guilford's hospitality suite at the Hotel Americana, during the IEEE Convention in New York, March 23-26. Phone LT 1-1000. Mail your resume in advance or bring it with you for Convention interviews. Mail to D. N. Silver, member, IEEE.

Guilford PERSONNEL SERVICE, INC.
415 Equitable Building, Dept. SA-170
Baltimore, Md. 21201
Area Code 301: 685-4340
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NEW CODE FOR OUTER SPACE

Information about the sun, the planets, and the strange phenomena of outer space may soon be speeding its way back to earth in the form of a new code developed at the University of Notre Dame. The first probe slated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) officials to use the new code is the IMP, or Interplanetary Monitoring Platform, scheduled for a 1971 launch.

IMP will be launched into an orbit about half-way between earth and the moon, and will send back information about energetic particles coming from the sun, in the form of the new "non-systematic, convolutional code" developed by Dr. James L. Massey, professor of electrical engineering, with the support of NASA. His code is also appropriate for probes like Mariner, which photographed Mars and Pioneer, and will survey the sun.

Massey's code is not designed to keep the information secret, but rather to be highly accurate under the difficult conditions of deep space. In addition, it requires a minimum of computer hardware, and allows engineers to scan information from the complex code before it enters the lengthy decoding process.

Messages traveling across the vast expanse of space can become garbled by the background radiation, or "noise," Massey explained. This noise produces the familiar static in sound transmission and blur in pictures received from deep space probes, and can so garble messages that they become useless.

The technique of coding helps spread the burden of information, allowing a computer to salvage much data that is lost through noise, Massey said. In systematic codes, radio pulses representing a bit of information are accompanied by "parity bits," or pulses which give information about wide sections of the code. A computer decoding the message can often piece lost sections of information together, using the parity bits.

Massey's new non-systematic code spreads the burden of information even more thinly, reducing the importance of each pulse and improving accuracy. The code consists only of parity bits, and contains no pulses representing the information itself. The philosophy behind the code's improved performance might be compared to the problem of solving a picture puzzle with 10 percent of the cardboard missing. Obviously it would be easier to figure out what the picture must be if a nick were missing from each piece, than if an entire section of the puzzle were gone.

In fact, Massey's code outperforms the best systematic codes known. In 1000 trials, the code performed perfectly over simulated noise conditions, while the best systematic code produced 87 decoding errors. Massey expects such trials to win many doubting scientists to his side. "Some are quite uneasy about entrusting valuable data to a code with no hard information," he explained. Information theory, the new science of communicating with computers, had long predicted that a non-systematic code like Massey's would be more accurate than the systematic codes now used.

SELECT PATIENTS FOR KIDNEY TRANSPLANTS . . . A computer communications network that will determine within seconds the patients most suitable for kidney transplants among those available in the southeastern United States is being planned in Tampa by Florida physicians and GT&E Data Services Corp.

The initial phase of the network was placed in operation early in February when facilities in Tampa and Miami were linked by conventional telephone lines with a GT&E Data Services' computer in Bayside, N. Y. The computer network ultimately is expected to serve approximately 15 hospitals and medical centers in 12 southeastern states.

In the matching process, 13 key chemical aspects of a potential recipient's body tissue that have been typed by physicians are compared with those of the kidney donor. A precise match-up of these chemical characteristics—called "antigens"—reduces the possibility of the body rejecting the foreign kidney following the transplant operation. When the new computer—communications system becomes operational, the antigen information on all patients available for kidney transplants at the participating hospitals and medical centers will be transmitted to the computer for storage in its memory bank.

The same antigen data on a kidney donor would then be transmitted to the computer by the appropriate physician when the donor becomes available, and the computer would provide the physician almost instantly with a list of candidates having the closest tissue match.

Because the computer instructions were written in a simplified language that is utilized enables the computer to "talk" with the physicians in conventional English rather than the mathematical codes that have been used traditionally.

CONTROL SYSTEM IN SOUTH AFRICA . . . The first power generating station computer system to be installed in the Republic of South Africa has been commissioned at the Camden Power Station of South Africa's Electricity Supply Commission (Escom).

The system, a Control Data 1700 computer and a large array of analog and digital interface equipment is designed to monitor operation of generating unit number eight, the last to be commissioned in this, Escom's largest and most modern station.

COMPUTER HELP TO ARCHITECTS . . . Practical use of computers and other machines to save time and improve design will be demonstrated by The American Institute of Architects in four cities. "We will show how computations that would take weeks
Thomas S. Fife, Dallas, consultant to brain can be quickly resolved by a result in a better building, explained weeks to complete" with a man's TAX MILLIONS . . . State Revenue machine, freeing the designer to con­ approach in fiscal control. It supplies specialists with tax records that are a cisco and Atlanta in May, August and Boston on March 6. The same sessions to be given later in Chicago, San Francisco and Atlanta in May, August and October. EDP SYSTEM MAY GENERATE TAX MILLIONS . . . State Revenue Commissioner James O. Mathis recently introduced an electronic system that may generate millions of dollars of additional revenue for Indiana next year. Mathis said the newly installed system represents an advanced ap­ proach in fiscal control. It supplies specialists with tax records that are a matter of hours old. Previously, months might have passed before some tax accounts were updated.

"Using this system," Mathis said, "we know on a day-to-day basis whether the state's approximately 180,000 businesses are up-to-date with their tax payments. Lost revenue from late or un collected returns can cost each state millions of dollars a year."

The speed and accuracy of the Indiana system is achieved through use of two IBM computers, linked to approxi­ mately 30 TV-like computer terminals. The IBM 2260 visual display stations significantly speed the entry and retrieval of computer-stored records. Thirty more terminals will be installed by next January.

TRACK USE OF OVER 1,000 DRUGS . . . A computerized system for stocking more than 1,000 drugs and intravenous solutions is helping pharmacists and doctors improve pa­ tient care at Shadyside Hospital in Pittsburgh. Shadyside, a 373-bed pri­ vate institution, uses an IBM System/ 360 to more efficiently order, stock and track drugs, and to assure their avail­ ability at all times. Officials say it saves up to 80 man-hours in the hospital pharmacy monthly. Much of this sav­ ing is realized in computer-printing of lengthy drug purchase orders contain­ ing names like succinylcholine chloride and chloramphenical palmitate.

Under the computerized system, cards are punched for each drug or intravenous solution in stock. As drugs go into use, the cards are placed in an "activity drawer." When a drug is re­ ordered, the in-use cards are sent to the computer room where a printout is produced on the System/360 Model 20. In the printout is data on: quan­

His project is based on the belief that changes in heart rate, pulse ampli­ tude, diastolic and systolic blood pres­ sure, breathing patterns and the skin's resistance to electricity can be evalu­ ated and measured on the computer. "Polygraph test results now only are as reliable as the operator of the ma­ chine," Yankee said. "We hope to de­ velop formulas to cut errors in human evaluation. We believe combining or isolating the factors with which we wish to deal will reduce the margin for error."

Examiners ask a series of controlled questions, and a student responds nega­ tively to each. In this manner, when a veiled question concerning the crime is posed, a lie will result. Following the student polygraph tests, results from an accompanying graph are converted to numerical values. The polygraph chart is broken into question zones, or specific reaction areas, into which each question falls. Numbers are also as­ signed each activity on the chart. The resulting data is transferred to work sheets and punched into cards for computer processing.

The IBM System/360 Model 40 cor­ relates each question zone with every other zone, and comes up with an in­ dex for each zone. Researchers inter­ pret the printed-out data to determine the zone in which the deception took place.

"Our current research takes advan­ tage of the computer's ability to mathe­ matically manipulate hand-quantified data having to do with deception cri­ teria," Yankee said. "Soon, we hope to begin testing out the reliability and validity of the criteria as interpreted in our present tests. This should permit us to draw very definite conclusions regarding the value of the polygraph to business and law enforcement agencies."

COMPUTER METER-READER STUDIED . . . A computer could read your electric, water, or gas meter automatically through your telephone line without ringing the phone or preceptibly tying up the line. To test such a system, trials involving up to 150 homes at Holmdel, N. J., will be started in a month or two by Bell Telephone Laboratories. More exten­ sive trials will be held in other loca­ tions during 1970.

Automatic meter reading requires some special equipment in the home, telephone central office, and utility company office. Whether new equip­ ment and techniques will permit this to be done on a broad scale with suffi­ cient economy is being studied by Bell Labs, research and development unit of the Bell System.

COMPUTERIZE "SEW-IT-YOUR­ SELF" PATTERNS . . . After more than a century of producing "sew-it­ yourself" apparel patterns by hand, Butterick Co., Inc., N. Y., has installed a computerized pattern grading system developed by California Computer Products, Inc. This is the first "turn­ key" installation of the patented Cal­ Comp system, which automatically produces patterns in all sizes of an apparel line from the designer's original pattern, according to Lester L. Kilpatrick, CalComp president.

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS . . . Opening of a unique Biomedical Screening Cen­ ter, equipped to perform basic medical diagnostic tests rapidly and accurately, was recently announced by Martin Kaplan, president of Biometric Systems, Inc., Jericho, N. Y., the parent com­ pany.

With the cooperation of life insur­ ance companies, the Center expects to concentrate upon physical examination of insurance applicants. All functions are under the supervision of qualified physicians, with laboratory testing car­ ried out by trained medical technicians.
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1. Multiple payments, prepayments, and curtailments are accepted.
2. Late charges are computed and applied if due.
3. Service fee, 2031, escrow and interest are recorded as required.
4. Miscellaneous payments can be applied.
5. Payoffs are processed and proper codes are automatically generated. Miscellaneous fees on payoffs are also processed.
6. Closing codes can be changed to freeze an account for various purposes.
7. Sales can be processed if a loan is delinquient or prepaid.
8. Short first payments and split interest sales are easily processed.
9. Sales can be reversed.
10. Disbursements are processed daily against all open accounts.
11. Duplicate disbursements from an account cannot be processed through the system.
12. Overdrawn escrow accounts are covered automatically with funds transferred from the corporate accounts.
13. Changes to accounts are processed daily. An edit and consistency check is made on these changes.
14. The system supports branch reporting for delinquency reports, collection reports, trial balances, etc.
15. Single debit reporting is supported for multiple cutoff dates.
16. Escrow analysis is done monthly. Changes in escrow payments go into effect automatically.
17. The escrow clearance account contained in the system has met the approval of two FNMA offices as well as many large investors.
18. The escrow account is updated monthly. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
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67. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
68. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
69. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
70. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
71. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
72. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
73. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
74. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
75. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
76. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
77. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
78. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
79. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
80. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
81. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
82. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
83. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
84. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
85. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
86. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
87. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
88. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
89. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
90. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
91. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
92. The escrow account balance is then processed for the next month.
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MORTGAGE SUMMARIZATION PROGRAM

Program receives mortgage amount, interest rate, length, and starting date. It then calculates monthly payment. It next prints a monthly summarization through the life of the mortgage showing the amount applied toward interest and reduction of the outstanding amount. It then prints a yearly summarization showing the amounts paid toward interest and principal reduction during each year of the mortgage. Has been used by banks and Savings & Loans Associations as a service to customers and prospects.

360–32K, COBOL
Richard A. Katzman
EDP and Business Consultant
102 Harrison Drive
New Cumberland, Pa. 17070

B0106

BANKING OPERATIONS

DEMAND DEPOSIT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

N/A

A DDA system developed by banking/data processing people. Entry can be MICR or punched card. Provides: interface to inquiry file, interface to Credit and Debit System, automatic transfer of funds, float control and analysis, service charge calculation and account analysis and audit confirmations. Produces 31 reports with emphasis on management information and exception reporting.

360 64K DOS 2311 Disk and Tape, COBOL
D. N. Panaccio
Scientific Resources Corporation
Commerce and Enterprise Drives
Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936

B0107

INSUFFICIENT FUND REPORT TO SUPPORT IBM DDA PACKAGE

$500

This program is designed to look at each individual check as it is presented. This check will be paid if the current balance on file will cover it. This program will produce an insufficient fund notice, an overdraft notice (if the account has an overdraft limit or is coded a 'pay all'), or both for an account if the overdraft limit is exceeded. Under the IBM DDA package, if the total amount of checks for the day creates a negative balance, then either all or none of the checks are accepted. BOS or DOS.

360/30 32K, 2540 or 1442, 3–2311, 1403, BAL
Jim Smith, Sales Representative
Union National Bank
Public Square
Springfield, Mo. 65805

B0108

CHECK RECONCILIATION

$1,000

Two (2) different check reconciliation systems both using MICR. One system punches cleared check data into cards so cleared checks can be matched against a master list of issued
The system was designed specifically as a highly generalized program for banks and computer services organizations. It has significant advantages in that it allows such organizations to efficiently and profitably offer total computer services to a wide range of both large and small businesses using one system.

TAP features a one-pass multi-company file, with specific company information, data tables, alternative processing procedures and reports controlled by special input parameters. A highly versatile report generator integral to the system greatly simplifies and facilitates the exact satisfaction of nearly every customer report requirement.

360/30, 65K and RCA Spectra 70, BAL
Cullinan Corporation
60 State Street
Boston, Mass. 02109
B0113

EMPLOYEE TIME ACCOUNTING
$1,250
This system keeps track of employee time and maintains a work in process and accounts receivable file. Employee time records, expenses, cash receipts, adjustments, etc. are posted to the master file and a work in process activity journal is produced. A time and charges list by employee is produced and the accounts receivable file is printed and aged. DOS, 2314 version available May 1, 1970.

360/30 32K, 2540 or 1442, 2311
Jim Smith, Sales Representative
Union National Bank
Public Square
Springfield, Mo. 65805
B0110

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
$6,000
Features include (1) improved input verification and control, (2) effective control of mone­ tary obligations, (3) cash requirements pro­ jections, (4) automatic payment following approval, (5) management information and control reports, (6) variable account coding of obligations and expenditures, (7) positive automatic and manual controls, (8) single or multiple company processing, and (9) interfaces with other accounting functions.

Detailed functions of the Accounts Payable program are:
1. Complete editing of input data with printed explanations of rejected data.
2. Modules for determining and reporting cash requirements through a selected future date.
3. Printing of checks and statements follow­ ing approval, together with a complete cash disbursement report.
4. A report of all outstanding commitments.
5. Weekly and monthly cost distribution reports with five levels of cost distribution summaries.
6. Listings of active vendors with their mailing addresses.
7. Invoice trial balance reporting.
8. Expedient facilities for maintaining and updating vendor names and addresses, commitment and distribution.
9. Control and balance totals for a com­ plete audit trial of the system.
10. Supply of data to interface with Cost Accounting and General Ledger Sys­ tems.

The system was designed for use by public accountants to produce balance sheets and income state­ ments, summary of activities. Current as well as year-to-date totals are both printed and stored in memory. Package was developed as an entire accounting system, and contains programs to produce trial balances, quarterly and annual summaries.

GE-265, BASIC+
Robert J. McHugh, Sales Manager, Computer Systems
Graphic Controls Corporation
189 Van Rensselaer Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14210
B0116

GENERAL BUSINESS SERVICES

SALES LEAD AND INFORMATION SYSTEM (SLAIS)
$3,500
SLAIS is designed for the salesman in the field. This system uses a simple English lan­ guage format for recording information use­
ful to the field sales personnel in following up leads and recording all sales/customer actions. Many reports are obtained from the common data base including FOLLOW-UPS, ACTIONS, Sales analysis by both salesman and department, etc.

360 DOS or SPECTRA TDOS, BAL or COBOL
Donald E. Killmer
Elliott Data Systems
224 East 38th Street
New York, N. Y. 10016
B0120

PROCTOR MODULE I
$3,500
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TOOL-PROCTOR provides management with factual information on which to base decisions. STANDARDIZATION-PROCTOR provides a standard method of measuring project progress based upon results. JUSTIFICATION-PROCTOR reports have proved extremely valuable for justifying additional resources. HISTORY-PROCTOR reports provide a useful history. Project progress is fully documented. DEFINITION-PROCTOR forms formal project definition. EVALUATION-PROCTOR provides assignment status reports which measure individual and team efforts. FUNCTION REPORTING-PROCTOR provides a means of time reporting by project. CHANGES-PROCTOR was designed with a system definition changes considered normal practice. SAVINGS-PROCTOR takes less time to prepare than progress reports. GUIDANCE-PROCTOR provides reports to staff as well as management. Staff reports furnish guidance to staff members. FLEXIBILITY-PROCTOR will generate as much or as little information as desired by management.

INDEPENDENT-PROCTOR system is easy and simple. Personnel training can be accomplished within a short period of time. DESIGN-PROCTOR was designed with a modular concept, the system can be implemented in stages as the user requires the additional information. 16K COBOL Compiler Disk or Tape, COBOL
Ray R. Rogers
Rodger, Rogers and Kirkman
2110 K Street
Sacramento, Calif. 95816
B0121

GRAPHS AND PLOTS

FIRST QUADRANT SEMI-LOG
CALCAMP PLOTT

Free
Permits Automatic plotting of a semi-log curve.
IBM 7094 and UNIVAC 1108, MAD
Dr. M. D. Abrams
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, Md. 20742
B0122

CALCAMP
Free
Subroutine written in FORTRAN to provide tape for off line plotter.
IBM 7094 and UNIVAC 1108, FORTRAN
Dr. M. D. Abrams
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, Md. 20742
B0123

EZPLT
Free
Permits automatic plotting of a curve specified by two vectors.
IBM 7094 and UNIVAC 1108, MAD
Dr. M. D. Abrams
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, Md. 20742
B0124

PLOTTING PACKAGES FOR 3-D APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

N/A

(1) 3-D surface plotting with hidden line elimination. (2) Planar or 3-D contouring. (3) 3-D architectural plotting with hidden line elimination.

Tope and Plotter, FORTRAN IV
Harvey N. Lerman
921 Thistle Lane
Maitland, Fl. 32751
B0125

SPEEDPLOT II
$750
This program automatically screens and plots data in 8½ x 11 ins. format on a line printer. Up to 100 characters per plot with individual plotting symbols and curve titles may be printed. Each plot is identified separately. X and Y axis scale values, limits, and labels are all variable. Plot point values may be plotted directly from input data, or can be calculated using stored formulae. A data screening capability is provided since only significant values falling within the X and Y axis scale limits are plotted, whereas all data is separately tabulated.

IBM 360, COBOL
Manager, Software Marketing
Pacific Software Services Co.
P.O. Box 432
Bellflower, Calif. 90706
B0126

PRINTER PLOT $100
PRINTER PLOT produces graphs and plots on any line printer or teletype to the user's specifications. With a single subroutine call the user can produce single plots, X/Y plots, frequency distribution plots, etc. Both axes are labeled to user specs and have logically graduated increments and graduations printed on each axis. Grids, axes, overlays, cumulative overlays and other features may be specified on each call. Any configuration with a Printer or Tele-type, FORTRAN IV (Entirely)
SYCOM Computer Systems
344 South Division
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108
B0127

MATHPAK $450
MATHPAK allows the user to enter a FORTRAN-like equation with constants and parameters to be varied, and to receive a listing and one or more graphs of the equation's input and output. This easy-to-run program includes the graph package. No programming is required to use MATHPAK.

Any configuration, FORTRAN IV (Entirely)
PRS Associates
344 South Division, #240
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108
B0128

GRAFPACK $200
GRAFPACK is a coordinated subroutine package which produces graphs on any line printer or teletypewriter. With a single subroutine call the user can produce X/Y plots, frequency distributions, single plots, etc. Both axes are labeled and logically incremented graduations are plotted along each axis. Grids, overlays, cumulative plots and other features may be specified when calling the package.
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FOCUS YOUR EYES ON THE ONLY BOOKLET WHICH TELLS YOU HOW YOU COMPARE WITH YOUR CONTEMPORARIES.

The Callahan Center, with offices in Philadelphia and California, has accumulated many facts over the past four years in placing computer professionals all over the country and overseas. We would like to share them with you.

Now you can determine exactly how you compare with your contemporaries. This FREE 1970 edition lists typical backgrounds of professionals in the EDP field. This includes their year of graduation, a description of their experience, (including Machines, Languages and Applications), their present salary and bonus offers.

Find out where you stand. Write for this free booklet now.

All of our services are employer paid.

Callahan CENTER FOR COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
1819 John F. Kennedy Blvd.
Western Office: Del Almo Financial Center
Torrance, Calif. • 213-371-4659

For more information, circle No. 5 on the Reader Service Card

Make Profits For Your Company and MORE MONEY FOR YOURSELF!

...ENROLL in North American's New HOME STUDY COURSE in Systems & Procedures

Sponsored by the ASSOCIATION FOR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

We'll Send You This Fact-Filled CAREER OPPORTUNITY BULLETIN FREE!

North American Correspondence Schools has guided thousands of ambitious men and women to success through its accredited Home Study Courses in many fields.

NOW NORTH AMERICAN ANNOUNCES its new 50-lesson Course in Systems & Procedures. Written and edited with the help of acknowledged leaders in the systems and procedures field and sponsored by the Association for Systems Management, this is a complete, comprehensive, authentic and up-to-date correspondence course on systems and procedures. The cost is less than $400.00 cash. Low monthly tuition payment plans available.

If you are seriously interested in investigating this Course, write for FREE test-filled CAREER OPPORTUNITY BOOKLET, plus full details on North American School of Systems & Procedures. There's no obligation, now or ever. No salesman will call. Write today!

Accredited Member
North American
Systems Study Council

For Training/Re-Training INDUSTRY PERSONNEL...
North American's Course in systems and procedures is designed for those now in Systems Departments who want to broaden, brush up on or fill in gaps in their knowledge of the subject...for companies - both large and small-who desire to train their own personnel in systems and procedures...and for beginners who desire a knowledge of systems and procedures.

For more information, circle No. 6 on the Reader Service Card
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SIMULATOR

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

IN PROCESSING INVENTORY REPORTING

$5,000

Complete inprocess inventory package using card input. System provides ability for up to ten sequential operation tracking with adjustment program for special tracking of inventory. Production reports relieve prior operations to reflect new inventory status. Costing program included at no additional charge, if desired.

H-200 4 Tape 16K, COBOL D

Edward J. Weigand

Hoover Ball Bearing

Showalter Drive

Georgetown, Ky. 40324

B0134

COST ESTIMATING

$2,000

Time sharing computer model for estimating the cost or maximizing the profit for the standard transportation LP problem, i.e., shipping a number of units of product from a set of sources to a set of destinations.

FASTCOMP Time Sharing System, BASIC

George Malanga

Business Strategies, Inc.

101 Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

B0140

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

$10,000

Time sharing computer model to evaluate the profitability of a real investment. Uses the discounted cash flow return on investment based on the key variables of income and expense projections, equity and debt assumptions, depreciation, income tax and market value appreciation.

Comshare Time Sharing System, FORTRAN IV

George Malanga

Business Strategies, Inc.

101 Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

B0139

TRANSPORTATION/DISTRIBUTION MODEL

$4,000

Time sharing computer model for estimating the run time of a business data processing application (e.g., payroll, sales analysis, etc.) that is to be programmed in DOS-COBOL for any IBM 360 configuration.

FASTCOMP Time Sharing System, BASIC

George Malanga

Business Strategies, Inc.

101 Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

B0141

COMPUTER PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATING

$2,000

Time sharing computer model for estimating the cost and manpower to design and implement a business data processing application (e.g., payroll, sales analysis, etc.) for any program to be written in a higher level language like COBOL.

FASTCOMP Time Sharing System, BASIC

George Malanga

Business Strategies, Inc.

101 Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

B0142

SCHEDULE

$3,200

The package consists of a number of different programs designated to solve scheduling and resource allocation problems, constrained by resource limitations. A variety of techniques are employed, such as binary integer programming, dynamic programming, probabilistic and heuristic methods. Various techniques utilized in the package can be chosen at the user's option. The programs are applicable in a variety of areas, such as industrial production and manpower scheduling, capital budgeting and many others. At present the program has been experimented with about 50 resources types, 50 activities over 52 time-units. These dimensions can easily be extended by the user.

Software Age
OPTEV $100

OPTEV is a three-part package to aid DP managers in testing and evaluating prospective or staff operators. Part one consists of a comprehensive written test covering system/360 and DOS fundamentals. Part Two is a listing of routine manual functions every operator must perform. Part Three is a DOS job stream to test the operators ability to handle the routine of a 360/DOS environment. The OPTEV package is applicable to all DOS installations with special options included for those with tape drives and or multiprogramming.

360/35, 30, 40, ALC (DOS only)

D. Jay Edwards
1106 Cedrus Way
Potomac, Md. 20854
B0144

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PACKAGE $10 up

This is a collection of statistical analysis programs and subroutines and a master program which allows the user to perform one or many data analysis functions and tests. Available tests include correlated and uncorrelated t-tests, Fischer t-tests, Pearson r, rank r, biserial r, data description, mean, median, mode, standard deviation, inter-quartile ranges, Q's, sumsq, cross-tab tests, subset tests and many others. Detailed description on request. Entire package or single subroutines may be purchased.

Any configuration, FORTRAN IV (Entirely)
SYCOM Computer Systems
344 South Division
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108
B0145

PAYROLL REGISTER $500

From a three card input that included employee master, current earnings, and year to date: This program will calculate and punch into current earnings the federal, FICA, Indiana State, and a standard percentage deduction on a weekly basis. A maximum of six other standard deductions can be deducted from employees gross pay to arrive at net pay which is punched into current earnings. Year to date figures such as gross, federal FICA, and state is updated each week and punched into the new YTD card. This information can then be easily used for quarter and year end reports. Automatic check numbering is also included. Program can break on control for sub-totals to print on bottom of page. This plus other identi-

vied in either Fortran or COBOL.
John J. Rooney
Industrial Information, Inc.
500 Office Building, Executive Drive
Fort Washington, Pa. 19034
B0146

CRP—CRITICAL PATH METHOD N/A
Project scheduling and estimating package.
PDP-10, FORTRAN
Dr. Eamonn McQuade,
Mgr. Systems Programming—Computer
Graphic Controls Corporation
189 Van Rensselaer Street
Buffalo, N. Y. 14210
B0147

PAYROLL AND BENEFITS

PAYROLL (HOURLY-SALARY) 1130 $4,800
A Salary and Hourly Payroll System for single and/or multiple location users with up to 1,000 employees per location. The System includes complete Audit and Control methods and provisions for Labor Distribution, Union Considerations, State & Local Taxes, Deduction Registers, Personnel Information, Variable Check Formats, 941A, W-2 and Employee Mailing Labels.
Complete Documentation is provided in the form of System Guides for Manual and EDP Operations. All Data Entry and Maintenance Requirements are covered. The System can be User installed or CSC will provide installation under either of two (2) options: 1. User Assistance, 2. Total Implementation.
1130 PK/1 Disk or up/1132 or 1403.
FORTRAN IV & ASSEMBLER/DISK MONITOR
R. B. Polhemus, Director of Marketing
D. J. DeCrane, President
Computer Systems Company, Inc.
1470 St. Charles Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44107
B0148

MANUFACTURING

INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION'S BILL OF MATERIAL PROCESSOR $25,000

The primary function of BIBM is the creation, the maintenance and the retrieval of a product data information base. Upon demand, the system will provide single or multi-level bill explosion of part population; by assembly and by project (gross or net). The system will further supply an indented parts list of each assembly completed with scheduling information. Adaptability to user supplied systems such as order entry, production control, WIP cost accounting is provided.

MANUFACTURING

INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION'S BILL OF MATERIAL PROCESSOR $25,000

The primary function of BIBM is the creation, the maintenance and the retrieval of a product data information base. Upon demand, the system will provide single or multi-level bill explosion of part population; by assembly and by project (gross or net). The system will further supply an indented parts list of each assembly completed with scheduling information. Adaptability to user supplied systems such as order entry, production control, WIP cost accounting is pro-
PAYROLL $1,000
AUTOMATIC PAYROLL SYSTEM $5,000

MULTI-COMPANY MULTI-PAY PAYROLL SYSTEM $4,000

PAYROLL SYSTEM $7,500

PAYROLL SYSTEM

CAREER MEMO

PERSONNEL

SOFTWARE AGE
COMPUTER AUTOMATED MAILING
SYSTEM (CAMS) $3,000
System contains file generation and update capabilities, produces 3-5 lines 4-up labels and generates one-up or two-up personalized letters. Edit program isolates name and address elements, inserts proper punctuation, handles state abbreviations and formats output to the letter writing programs in upper and lower case. Personalized letter writing programs include variable insertion, automatic hyphenation and other personalization capabilities. System and procedures are thoroughly documented.
360-30, 32K, 1-2311, 2-4 2400's, 1-2540, 1-1403, BAL, DOS
William E. Clark
North American Computer Corporation (NACOM)
5026 Herzel Place
Beltsville, Md. 20705

PERSONALIZED REPETITIVE LETTER
WRITING PROGRAM $400
Program receives constant parts of a letter one time; includes sender address, salutation, date, letter body, and signatory. It then prints the same letter to all recipients included on name/address file. Name personalization is provided in salutation. Both name and geographical personalization is provided in letter body by means of signal characters. The name and geographical personalization can be inserted anywhere in the letter body since the program automatically reformats to take care of the varying lengths of surnames, cities and states.
360 32K, COBOL
Richard A. Katzman
EDP and Business Consultant
102 Harrison Drive
New Cumberland, Pa. 17070

ADDRESS LABEL PRINTING $150
The program prints 4" x 1 1/2" address labels from free form card input; one card per label. Form positioning loop, input checking and external sort keys are provided. One, two or three up versions are available.
360/30 32K, COBOL
Dewain L. Delp
Uhalu Dancers,
Computer Applications Division
521 Spring Street
San Jose, Calif. 95110

SALES ANALYSIS $450
A four card input that includes, a customer name master, a current month sales card, a current year-to-date card, and previous year-to-date card. This program will total and print by product within customer, within sales territory. A three column comparison can be made between current month, current YTD and previous YTD sales, with a final total at the end of each sales territory. A final total by product will also print at the end of each sales territory. New current year-to-date cards will be summarized and updated as information prints.
360/20 MFCM 120 Print Positions, RPG
Marc Whitlock
7505 Southfield Drive
Indianapolis, Ind. 46227

SALES

SOFTWARE AGE

• A KEY UNIVERSE
Only one magazine concentrates on the biggest share (65-70%) of the $15 billion EDP market... software age

• DOMINANT PENETRATION
Only one magazine is computer-directed to nearly 150,000 EDP subscribers (plus pass-along)... software age

• DOMINANT EDITORIAL
Only one magazine's editorial is specifically programmed to software interests... software age

IT ALL ADDS UP: READER ACTION
For more information write or call:
software age
2211 Fordem Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53701
(608) 249-0128

VISIT OUR BOOTHE NO. 49014
(upstairs, south wall corner)
AT S.J.C.C., MAY 5-7
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Programmers—We know where you can find a better job.

Work in the most dynamic EDP Communities in the country where the nation's top companies are hungrily looking for skilled programmers. Like you.

Personal and professional growth is rapid. Salaries are high and the diversification of opportunities is unsurpassed.

We work closely with hundreds of national companies headquartered here who have exciting programming and systems openings. Applications programmers, systems programmers, software programmers—are the people these companies need. Drew has been chosen to supply them with the necessary talent.

Send us your resume or call and we’ll give you the inside story on all of these openings.

Do it today. This could be the start of bigger and better things.

DREW
Personnel Placement Center
160 Broadway, New York, New York 10038
Phone (212) 964-8150

333 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Phone (312) 641-2580

For more information, circle No. 3 on the Reader Service Card

STATISTICAL

MURS (MACHINE UTILIZATION REPORTING SYSTEM) $3,000
The DOS MURS, an extension of IBM's 360 Disk Operating System provides an automatic accounting of all programs running under DOS on a 360. MURS accounts for all program executions in each partition, whether run in batch mode or in single program initiation mode. Included in the machine utilization record created for each program at Wait time, Supervisor time, and Problem Partition time. A unique time capturing method accumulates Supervisor time separately for each program based on the partition being serviced. MURS provides a Daily Log of all program executions and four Production and Testing Summary Reports.

360-DOS
Eugene D. Gilisen
Webster Computer Corporation
1 Padanaram Road
Danbury, Conn. 06810
B0162

SMS/360—CPE (CONFIGURATION & PROGRAM EFFICIENCY) $12,500
This program provides SMS/360-PPE and SMS/360 CUE data over a single program running in an OS-PCP environment. No changes are required to software or hardware to use.

NOTE: Purchase of this product is equivalent to purchase of both SMS/360 PPE and CUE.

360, Two Output Data Sets, OS-PCP, 128K
W. J. Brian, Marketing Division Manager
Boole & Babbage, Inc.
1121 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303
B0163

SMS/360—CUE (CONFIGURATION UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY) $7,500
This program measures the use of CPU, channels, peripherals, disk and data cell arm movements, and type 3 and 4 transient SVC loads. This data permits an analysis and determination of the overall efficiency of the 360 configuration in an OS-MFT or MVT environment. No changes to program or system are required.

360, 128K, One output tape; OS (MFT or MVT)
W. J. Brian, Marketing Division Manager
Boole & Babbage, Inc.
1121 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303
B0164

SMS/360—DPPE (DOS PROBLEM PROGRAM EFFICIENCY) $6,000
This program measures the efficiency of programs running under a DOS environment. It provides a histogram of usage of each portion of the program, the I/O-Compute ratios, and other statistics of interest. No changes to the program or system are required. It is used with either development or normal production programs.

360, 32K, DOS, One Output Data Set
W. J. Brian
Boole & Babbage, Inc.
1121 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303
B0165

SMS/360—PPE PROGRAM EFFICIENCY) $7,500
This program measures the efficiency of programs running under an OS environment. It provides a histogram of usage of each portion of the program.
A computerized mathematical model which permits design of plastic extruders by predicting performance under various sets of operating conditions. The TRANPLAN System allows:

- Automatic iteration
- Up to five independent link-group designations
- Incremental loading in up to ten steps with capacity constraint during assignment

CDC 3600 65K, FORTRAN/COMPASS
Robert O. Young
CDA Data Service Division
4550 West 77th Street
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435

SCHOOL GRADE REPORTING $1,200
Programs accept student grades and class citizenship marks, prints grade cards, graded class lists, class grade analysis, student honor roll and class ranking, plus failure lists.

NCR 615 16K, COBOL
George R. Kuhn
TBA Educational Information Processing Center
NMC Technical Institute
715 East Front Street
Traverse City, Mich. 49684

BOWLING SECRETARY $150
The program was designed to completely remove the tedious task of bookkeeping which bowling secretaries have. This program verifies scores, prints out a weekly statistical sheet, shows standings, season highs, weekly highs, next week's schedule, individual performance and more. The program is equipped for up to 14 teams. Minimum keypunching is required, no sorting or collating, and the program is the only run required. Memory positions required vary on how many teams are in the league. (6 teams require 16K while 14 teams require 22K) The prime market for this program would be to a Service Bureau or to the individual bowling leagues.

Honeywell or IBM, COBOL
John Meinhardt
275 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

BOWLING SECRETARY $150
The program was designed to completely remove the tedious task of bookkeeping which bowling secretaries have. This program verifies scores, prints out a weekly statistical sheet, shows standings, season highs, weekly highs, next week's schedule, individual performance and more. The program is equipped for up to 14 teams. Minimum keypunching is required, no sorting or collating, and the program is the only run required. Memory positions required vary on how many teams are in the league. (6 teams require 16K while 14 teams require 22K) The prime market for this program would be to a Service Bureau or to the individual bowling leagues.

Honeywell or IBM, COBOL
John Meinhardt
275 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL PLACEMENT SERVICE has been our business for more than 40 yrs. We have helped people like yourself, from coast-to-coast, satisfy their professional, financial, & geographic objectives with unmatched professional consistency as part of the nation's largest executive and professional placement service. Our staff of SYSTEMS & EDP SPECIALISTS will represent you to the finest firms in the country confidentially & without cost—our client firms assume our agency fee and all interview and relocation expenses.

DIRECTOR, INFORMATION SYSTEMS __ $20,000
Report to president of div. of large mfg. corp. You will direct systems, EDP, & all related functions. Industrial applications experience required.

MANAGER OF SYSTEMS __________ $18,000
Large SW bank seeks lead analyst with mgmt. ability to direct systems staff reporting to mgr. of systems & programming. Multi-computer third-generation installation.

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE MGR. __ $12,000
Rapidly-growing Software/Consulting firm seeks applications oriented mgmt. with strong knowledge of popular computer languages. Outstanding opportunity includes "stock option.

SYSTEMS PROJECT LEADER __________ $16,000
You will assume multi-project resp. for design & implementation of mgm-type systems utilizing IBM 360/40. Must be capable of growing into higher mgmt. position.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS/PROGRAMMERS __ $9—15,000
Our clients' needs are such that we can be confident we can satisfy all your objectives. Contact immediately for particulars.

REMEMBER: We can do for you what you cannot do for yourself—conduct a personal and confidential search in your behalf while you continue the daily responsibilities of your present position.

Jack Jerome, Mgr.
EDP—SYSTEMS DIVISION
DRAKE ASSOCIATES, INC.
32 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III. 60601
(312) 346-8700

The earliest record of war games comes from China where the game Wei-Hai (which means encirclement) was played before 3000 B.C. The game is similar to the modern Japanese game of Go and was played on a stylized mapboard with different colored stones, and the player who succeeded in outflanking his opponent won. A more current version of war games was adopted by the Prussian army as a system of tabletop maneuvers to try out new tactics. Today's war games are usually played with the aid of computers. One recent game played by the Defense Department took three years to prepare and five months to play the over 160,000 instructions, which were given.

Computers can be used to calculate what losses would be and even to add an element of randomness to each action. As early as 1900 there has been a steady flow of literature and information which enables the game players to give a probability to a combat situation. Not too surprising, the best war games were played during WWII where tactics could be tested out in the game room and their results used and analyzed in battle.

Air and Sea wars are easier to simulate because of their high dependence on mechanization. Land wars have a high dependence on quantities such as courage, military skill, morale, and fatigue, and thus are difficult to quantify.

Andrew Wilson believes that computerized war games are useful for simulation to test different variables, such as fire power, optimum gun caliber or range, armor thickness, and logistics, but he feels there are several dangers involved with many war games. One danger is that an officer can be mesmerized by his own theoretical creation, or games can be deliberately bent to support preconceived military policies. Wilson also provides examples of these failings in the Japanese in WWII and the U.S. in Vietnam. Wilson points out that if a variable such as political stability can not be quantified it is usually ignored. The author strongly doubts the ability to simulate nuclear wars because as he macabrely points out, with an all-out nuclear war, the laws of probability may be irreverent—"the first mushroom cloud and the troops may just run like hell."

The book is quite interesting and the author quite obviously recognizes the limitations of computers. Andrew Wilson is the Defense and Aviation Correspondent for the LONDON OBSERVER. He was given special access to Pentagon and British Sources to write this book.
S/A market place

where you can reach programmers, mathematicians, analysts and EDP managers

RATES

Classified—75¢ per word, minimum order $7.50. Blind ads are an additional $10.00. Payment must accompany copy.

Display Classified—One inch by one column, $75.00. Column width is 2 1/2". Help wanted and employment services ads will be accepted in the classified section. Ads of ¾ page or more will be listed in the Advertisers’ Index, and will qualify for the free resume service.

Closing Date—the 10th of the month preceding (i.e. May issue closes April 10th). Send order and remittance to:

software age
Classified Department
P. O. Box 2076, Madison, Wisconsin 53701

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35

Words

$10.00

Insert time(s)

Total Enclosed $________

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Signature

WORD COUNT: Includes name and address (unless blind ad). The name of the city (Des Moines), state (New York) and zip code are counted as a total of two (2) words. Each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters count as a word. Symbols such as 35mm, COD, AC, etc. count as a single word. Hyphenated words count as two (2) words.

HELP WANTED

REGIONAL MANAGER BUSINESS MAGAZINES

You may be representing a business magazine publishing house, or be a newspaper representative firm, an agency, or an advertising/sales promotion manager in electronics or EDP—but feel more challenge and money are within your capacity. If so, let’s begin a dialogue. We are looking for such a man—one who also has self-discipline, as well as the energy to open our New England District Office within the Boston area, or our Southern California District Office within the Los Angeles area, or our Northern California District Office within the San Francisco area in order that we both may profit. If you are that man, contact, in confidence.

Bruce H. Dutton

% SOFTWARE AGE

Write or Call Collect

(608) 249-0128

HELP WANTED

SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS ANALYST. Opportunity to implement and take charge of a new real-time, medium size, scientific computer installation. Requires person with experience in real-time system to instrumentation. Prefer candidate to have a background in mathematics and science. Envision multiple instrumentation handled on an interrupt driven priority basis (mass spectrometer, gas chromatographs, autoanalyzer, IR, etc.). System will also involve extensive background batch processing. Candidate would work with vendor and R & D personnel prior to computer delivery in 3rd Quarter of 1970. Excellent opportunity and working conditions, company paid benefits including profit sharing and relocation expenses. Write to: Administrative Manager, PHILIP MORRIS RESEARCH CENTER, P. O. Box 3-D, Richmond, Va. 23206. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

PROGRAMMER: Excellent opportunity for a person with three solid years of 360 BAL programming in a DOS environment. To work in educational institution. Liberal fringe benefits. Salary commensurate with experience and education. Send resume to: Illinois Valley Community College, Rural Route One, Oglesby, Illinois 61348. Attention: Dr. Alfred Wisgoski, Administrative Dean.

PRODUCTS


PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

SCIENTIFIC: Complete programs / consultation. CHIEF CONSULTANT: Physicist. Six years programming / analysis, IBM. Doctoral research, Princeton. National Science Foundation Fellowships. MATH AND PHYSICS SOFTWARE, Box 2161, Rockville, Md. 20852; 301/949-5075.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS:

“HOWARD LEVIN IS PROBABLY THE WORLD’S BEST QUALIFIED”

EDP EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

*MBA, Personnel management, 5 years industrial personnel experience for a major electronics and computer firm; 5 years hands-on computer programming and systems analysis experience; Director and placement counselor for RSVP SERVICES since 1966.

His personal services are free and convenient. Why settle for less?

SERVING

PHILADELPHIA, NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK

CALL COLLECT. N. J. (609) 667-4848

PHILA. (215) 922-3993

(24 HOUR LIVE ANSWERING SERVICE)

or send resume or rough notes of objective, salary, education, and experience to:

HOWARD LEVIN

Director, Dept. S

RSVP SERVICES

ONE CHERRY HILL MALL (Suite 714)

CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08034

Recruitment, Selection, Vocational Training, Placement for Computer Oriented Companies

MARCH, 1970
Peopleware?

Not really . . .
But some companies tend to act that way
You know the attitude . . .
Hardware + Software + Peopleware = our present
data processing system . . .

Are You Peopleware?
We don't think so . . .
For over 75 years we've been placing PEOPLE
in better career opportunities. PEOPLE with
likes, interests, and goals similar to yours.
Men and Women concerned with their future, their
families, their advancement opportunities in
today's highly technical and rapidly advancing
world.

When you feel you've outgrown your present
system, and feel you'd like to make a change,
remember us . . . We believe that systems are
built of Hardware, Software, and PEOPLE . . .

. . . . . . Not Peopleware . . . . . .

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Business Men's Clearing House
215-569-9330
Engineering Agency
215-564-3101
Craig Agency
215-564-2181

Pittsburgh
Business Men's Clearing House
412-391-5188

Fort Washington
Business Men's Clearing House
215-643-4150

New Jersey
Cherry Hill
Business Men's Clearing House
609-665-1883

Maryland
Baltimore
Craig Agency
301-837-3675

New York
New York City
Business Men's Clearing House
212-584-5350
Craig Computer Center
212-594-8210
Business Management Personnel
212-972-0870

Ohio
Columbus
Business Men's Clearing House
614-228-5192
Craig Agency
614-464-4570

Cincinnati
Business Men’s Clearing House
513-421-3500
Craig Agency
513-721-2200

Georgia
Atlanta
Business Men’s Clearing House
404-681-3810

general employment enterprises, inc.

Eastern Division
4 Penn Center Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

LISTED ON THE AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE

For more information, circle No. 1
on the Reader Service Card
CONFIDENTIAL INQUIRY

Your original copy of this form will be retained at the offices of SOFTWARE AGE and will be used for no other purpose than to notify the specific firms which you have checked on the reverse side of your interest.

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY FOR PHOTO REPRODUCTION

JOB DESIRED:

List computer hardware knowledge (names of systems, tape, disk, terminals, etc.):

Programming specialties and years of experience (commercial, scientific, theoretical, experimental, analog, etc.):

Systems programming on which you have had development experience (compilers, assemblers, executives, monitors, O.S., etc. Indicate for what computer):

Programming languages used and extent of experience (COBOL, FORTRAN, etc.):

Applications programmed (aerospace, banking, insurance, math subroutines, compilers, etc.):

Systems analysis experience (card design, flow charting, operation analysis, etc.):

EDP management experience (include years and number of people reporting to you):

SALARY: ___________________________ DATE OF AVAILABILITY: ___________________________

EDUCATION: Indicate major as well as degree unless self-explanatory.

Degrees ___________________________ ___________________________

Years ___________________________ ___________________________

Schools ___________________________ ___________________________

EMPLOYMENT: Indicate present employment and previous jobs below.

Employer ___________________________ ___________________________

City ___________________________ ___________________________

Years _________ to _________ to _________ to _________

Title or Function ___________________________ ___________________________

Name ___________________________ Signature ___________________________

Home Address ___________________________ ___________________________

(city) ___________________________ (ZIP code) ___________________________

Security Clearance ___________________________ Location Preference ___________________________

Marital Status ___________________________ ___________________________

Military Status ___________________________ ___________________________

BE SURE YOU HAVE CHECKED ON REVERSE SIDE THE COMPANIES YOU WANT TO SEE THIS INQUIRY.

PUT FORM IN STAMPED ENVELOPE AND MAIL TO:

SOFTWARE AGE

MAGAZINE

P. O. BOX 2076

2211 FORDEM AVE., MADISON, WIS. 53701
check your interests here

Fill in the confidential inquiry form on the other side of this sheet. This form provides all the information advertisers require to screen applicants. If further information is desired, you will hear from the advertiser direct. Then, check below the boxes of those companies to which you want copies of your form sent. Mail to SOFTWARE AGE, P.O. Box 2076, 2211 Forde Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53701. (Please do not send us your own resume. We will only process this form. A new form must be filled out for each issue in which you are answering ads.)
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